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EDITOR’S

INTRODUCTION

We have pleasure in publishing the two lectures delivered
by Dr. I. Karthikeya Sarma under the auspices of the Sankara
Parvati Endowment for the year 1982-83. Dr. I. K. Sarma is
now the Director,

Archaeological

Survery

of India, New Delhi.

He was formerly the Superintending Archaeologist, Temple Survey Project (South) at Madras.
He is an archaeologist of wide
experience having worked in several major excavation projects
like Nagarjunakonda, Kalibangan,
Paiyampalli, Pauni and
Surkotada. He directed excavations at Gudimallam, Amaravati,
Guntupalli and Peddavegi and brought to light significant discoveries and published valuable reports on these excavations. He
has completed a major project work Art and Architecture of the

Western Gangas of Karnataka.

He has written several books like

The Coinage of the Satavahana Empire (1980); The Development of Early

Saiva Art and Architecture (1982), Studies in Early Buddhist Monuments
and Brahmi Inscription of Andhradesa (1987).
He visited China and
wrote the book The Buddhist Monuments of China and South East Asia

(1982).

Thus, he is a scholar of wide interests and has specialised in
the early history of art, architecture and religion of South India.
His intimate knowledge of epigraphy, numismatics and field
archaeology has enabled him to integrate the evidence and pre-

sent a broad historical and cultural framework.

Here in these

lectures, he presents the recent discoveries in South India with
special reference to Tamilnadu and Andhra and draws our atten-

tion to many

important

aspects relating to the early history,

impact of Buddhism, Mauryan influences, monumental vestiges
for Saivism and the like. He has rightly stressed the need for

vi

remodelling our field strategies and probing many more important
historical sites and link the evidences with those of the neighbouring states to obtain a wider perspective.
It is a welcome

contribution to the early historical archaeology of South India.
Place : Madras
Date : 16th December

1987

K. V. RAMAN,
Professor and Head

of the

Department of Ancient
History and Archaeology,
University of Madras.

PREFACE
A study of the Early Historical Period of South India through
the archaeological sources provides several interesting links between Tamilnadu-Andhra Pradesh on the one hand and Karnataka-

Kerala on the other.

I am grateful to the University of Madras

for honouring me by their invitation to deliver two lectures
under the Sankara-Parvati endowment scheme (1982-83). I have

delivered the talks on 2nd and 3rd December, 1985.
esteemed friend Prof. K. V. Raman for suggesting

I thank my
me a topic of

of this nature which I had somewhat reluctantly agreed upon in
beginning. But sooner I realised how vital and important the
subject is! I am sure the learned scholars would share my experience and might find it a worthwhile exercise, if not, an exhaustive treatment on the subject.
In the first lecture (Section-I) a critical analysis of the data
obtained from the excavated sites is attempted.
The second
lecture (Sections II to V) dwells on the various facets of Brahmanical religion in Art and Archaeology of South India.
The
rituals of a religion, like the kernel of a grain, retain life and
germinate. It is in these very geographical zones of the peninsula

that the Indian

civilization

was preserved in its prestine

form.

There is absolute need to document thoroughly, with specific
problems in mind, the art objects and icons from the excavated
contexts of South India.
There is abundant religious literature
and inscriptional wealth to aid and substantiate more researches

in this direction.
I am deeply beholden

to the authorities of the University of

Madras, and Dr. K. V. Raman, Professor and Head, Department
of Ancient History and Archaeology, in particular, for publishing
these lectures in the form of a separate monograph.
_I also thank

Messers Avvai Achukkoodam,

neatly.

Madras-13

for printing the work

vili

The accompanying illustrations were obtained from the
photo-archives of the Archaeological Survey of India, mainly
from Temple
Survey Project, Southern Region, Madras and
I am grateful to my departmental colleagues
Hyderabad Circle.
Sarvagri M. Theagarajan and M. U. Qureshi, Senior Photographers
and Shri N. K.S. Sharma, Stenographer of the Excavations
Dr. K. Krishna
Branch(I), Nagpur for their spontaneous help.
Murthy, Superintending Archaeologist, Temple Survey Project,
Southern Region, Madras, has very kindly permitted me to study
I am specially obliged to him, as also Sarvasri
in his offee.
Qureshi and Barapatre for the attractive cover design.
New Delhi
16—12—1987

I. K. SARMA
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CHAPTER

I

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF
SOUTH INDIA - RECENT EVIDENCES
Asoka Maurya in his Rock Edict-II
the independent

border

Pandyas in plural,

kingdoms

Satiyaputa

Kongu region), and Keralaputa

mentions among

of rulers,

(probably

the

Cholas,

Atiyaman of the

in singular with whom the

Mauryan king maintained good rapport.
This mode of
mentioning' the Satiyapuita and Keralaputa is conspicuously
absent in Rock Edict-III, which suggests these two contiguous territories came under Asdkan spell between the
issue of Roct Edict-II and III. This was perhaps a sequal
to the conflicts between Nandas and Mauryas in their expansion towards South, i.e, Lower Deccan and DrdavidadéSa
A recently discovered
during the preceding century.”
shelter at Jambai,
cave
the
at
single-line inscription

Thirukkoilur taluk, South Arcot district, raises the hope
of proper identification of Sat¢yaputas but its authenticity
was questioned by some renowned epigraphists.’

Asdka sent his emissaries to propagate Dharmma in
these regions, including Tambapamni.
An early spread of
the Theravada doctrine’ into the Eastern Andhra region
(Dhanyakataka centre) under Moggaliputta Thissa may
not be ruled out.
According to Mahdvamnsa, Moggaliputta sent five Theras to Tambapainnit; one Mahideva Thera

to Mahishamandala; one
to Aparanta

to Vanavasi; one Rakhita

Rakhita

and Mahd-Rakhita

to

another country.

This

took place after the Pataliputra Council (third Buddhist
meet).
Tamba-Painni’ is regarded by some as the area
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where river Tamraparni flows and Mahishamandala is not
in Mysore but in Krishna-Guntur via Amaravati area.*
The team lead by Thera Mahendra must have been taken
the East coast route.

Again

MahavamSa

Muchilindanagara, and
sent Machulipattanam

(Chapter-36,

ற.

144)

refers

to

P.S. Sastry takes’ it to be the prenear the coast.
This important

ancient port town was also colled ‘Maisolos’? by Ptolemy.*
It may not be without significance that the episode of
Naga Muchilinda protecting the Buddha from a great
storm soon after the enlightenment was a favourite theme in
the Krishna valley Buddhist?
art.
The
monks
from

Dhamfiakada moved through this ‘Maisolo’

port to farther

south-east coast and Ceylon.

My recent excavations, at the Mahdachaitya site of
Amaravathi (PL.1), Guntur district, Andhra pradesh, have
conclusively proved that the st#pa and the sculptural art’? in
stone at Dhanyakataka, began during early Mauryan times
and took firmer roots with the ennobling royal touch under
Asgokan

dharma.

The

earliest

Buddhist

base of Dhanyaka-

taka (the Mahd-Sanghikas whose stronghold was Vais4li also
held greater sway over Andhra with Dhanyakataka as their
base) played no mean role in attracting the attention of
Asoka,

who

chose the place as a centre for his

ing activity in

south-east

India

pillar over which Asoka inscribed
be taken as an hypaethral column

agrees with

the view

and Srilanka.

proselytiz-

The

very

his edict might perhaps
existing earlier.
If one

of John Irwin't

such

free standing

colums at the holy Buddhist places or firthas constituted a
structural pattern and served as the main object of wor-

ship.

In fact, the form of writing over

this

fragmentary

pillar face clearly shows that the letters were engraved
after the highly polished massive pillar was raised.
This
might be the process observed while causing the pillar

edicts.
The first act was erection of the massive finished
shaft at the selected spot. The carving of the edict was the
second important

function.

There is no need to think that
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Asoka

attempted”

to carve his Dharma

formulae over exis-

ting pillars of an earlier period.
The earliest levels below the Mahd-chaitya distinguished
as Period-IB,

represented

an occupational layer (preceding

the granite rail) with huts-on-posts clearly indicates a
settlement of monks*’ initially from the eastern epicentres
(Vaisall, Sravasti, Rajagriha and Kusinagara) of Buddhism, using the characteristic NBP ware bowls and dishes,
besides the early historical Black-and-red

tic of the

pre-Mauryan

of the north.

The

NBP

strata at

ware characteris-

the Mahd-janapdda sites

ware is not a local product and its

descent to Amaravati-Dharanikota,

quite

reasonably took

at least a century, to reach from its Bihar nucleus.
The
C-14 dates of the historical levels of Dharanikota- Amaravati

reveal’! 475 + 100 B.C. (TF.246)
390 + 100 B.C. (TF-247) for the

for the earliest deposits;
Middle phase and 205+

100 B.C. (TF-248) for the earliest fortifications of Dharani-

kota.

The

transmitters were tradesmen and its

diffusion

is linked with the consolidation of the first urbanisation"
in the North (mahd-janapadas) and rise of new religious
faiths like Buddhism and Jainism.
Andhradéga, particularly its long south-east coast, played a great role in

nurturing and transmitting these early religious movements
to farther south

and

beyond.

Andhradésa was within
Mauryan
cultural

period

empire.
history

The

beginnings

of Andhra’

from the

large

(anta or Iha-rdjavishaya) the
can

number

be

of

the

traced

of silver

political
to a

and

still earlier

P.M.C.

hoards of

‘pre- Asokan’, some say “Pre-Mauryan”, sequence echoing
a “Nanda-Maurya”’ conflict.
The Tamil literature also
confirms this.
Erragudi or Jonnagiri and Rajulamandagiri, both in district Kurnool, where the Minor Rock Edicts
were

found,

appears

to

be

a

prominent

centre

as the very

place name ‘Rdjula-manda-girt’ implied a hill where congregation of kings took place.
It is, therefore, not surprising that as many

in a concentrated

as four Minor

area

of

Rock

North

Edicts found recently'’

Karnataka

(Udegolam,
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Nittur) closer to the

above

Kurnool

area, apart from the

known ones at Brahmagiri (Z§i/@) and Maski, have given
scope to rise several interesting theories.
Brahmagiri and
Siddhapur Rock Inscriptions, also Sahasaram (U.P.), contain a reference to the presence of Asoka himself!’ at
Suvarnagiri where from he advises through his

mahamdtras

at Isila to follow up the proclamation made during his
tour on 257th day.
The Mahd-mdtras posted at Isila and
Suvarnagiri perhaps caused these epigraphs.

K.V.

Ramesh

thinks of a headquarters of a Southern Division of Mauryan Empire and “an important halting point on a much
frequented trade route.”
While M.J. Sharma, laying
stress on the occurrence of the proper names Raja Asoka
in these Karnataka edicts** (also exceptionally in Gujarra,

M.P.) proposed
by Mahindra

that

from

the

Minor

Ceylon

on

specific citation
of the

king’s

Rock
behalf

name

Edicts were issued
of his father.

as

Dévdéndmpiya

The
and

Raja ASoka was necessary to avoid confusion as the Thissa,
the king of Srilanka contemporary of Asoka, also bore
the proper name Dévdnampriya.
It is again of interest to
note that the Panguraria edict (near Hoshangabad, M.P.}

addressed to the local governor Sdémva-Kumdra, obviously a
son

of

Asoka,

the

king

is mentioned

by

another

name

Piyadasiradja’' and not as Dévdnampiya or Asoka.
The

expression

‘‘menin

Jambi-dvipa”

(Brahmagiri

edict) does not occur in the group of Rock Edicts or Pillar
Edicts but only in the group of Minor Rock Edicts.
In

the Srilankan Chroncile, Mahdvam$a the people of the entire Indian sub-continent were addressed as belonging to
Why this reference? It appears in Buddhist
Jambu-dvipa.
tradition Asoka

was

known

as

and the

dvipachakravartin

expression Jambudvipa included a larger territory of which
In daily Sankalpa one utters
Bharatavarsha is a part.
Jambudvipe Bharata Varshe-Bharatakhanide, etc. which clearly shows that the term included other Countries also.
Suvarnagiri mentioned in Brahmagiri Edict
to

some

scholars

is stated

to

be in Srilanka,

according

south

of Sigi-
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Dambulla caves are called Suvanriya and Polonnaruva.
It appears, therefore,
nagiri-guhd in later inscriptions.
Edicts was prepared
Rock
Minor
the
of
that official text
They were issued by Mahindra, the
centrally in Ceylon.
of Asoka

monk son

from Ceylon

and

the mention

of the

proper name as Asoka or Priyadarsi was necessary to disIt
tinguish him from the contemporary Ceyloncse king.
Rock
Minor
the
of
respect
in
only
is
this
may be noted that
Edicts.
How is it that we do not get even a stray indication of any Mauryan

inscription or relic in

or say Asokan

absence
appears

This
the vast territories of Tamilnadu-Kerala?
which
Jainism
of
presence
the
to
due
was perhaps
to have

considerably

spread from a

fairly early

period

in

southern parts of Tamilnadu as noted from sites like
Tirupparankunram”
(Pudukkottai) and
Sittannavasal”
of Sittannavasal
rock-beds
polished
(Madurai). The highly
have to be

in

the

Madurai,

looked upon

south.

Early

Tirunelveli

as technically

Tamil-Brahmi
and

Mauryan

imitations

inscriptions

Ramanathapuram

from

districts,

specially those from Madurai referring to Pandya king
Neduncheliyan and Chera king [lankadungo, (who were
mentioned in Sangam literature) also take them to circa
third century

to first century

B.C.

Early Jainism

has not

created any visible structural establishments or models of
shrines or Devakulams till fifth-sixth century A.D. anywhere
Tamilnadu is no exception. It is interesin South India.
of the early settlements in the Sangam
one
that
note
to
ting
period ‘‘Tiruppadiri-p-puliyur* located between Cuddalore and Chidambaram on the coast was called “PataliMualdchdra and Pravachanasara of the Jains”
putra”.
which were composed during the early centuries of Christian era forbade any permanent habitation for Jainas at a
given place. Mulachara further ordains that monks should
stay ina deserted house, under a tree or on burial grounds,
or in natural caves etc. In Kongu country Pugalir,”* near

Karir in District Tiruchirapalli, was an important Jaina
Pali accommodating a large Jaina community in four rockshelters on the hill. From the Cera inscriptions dated to
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second century A.D. we learn that the rock (kal) was cut
(arupitha) for Cenkayapan, a Jaina ascetic, by the grandson
Ko Athan Céral Irumporai. Some of the inscriptions near
the beds and pillow lofts give names of the users and one
such bed (adittdnam) was
Sravanabelgola was a
Jainism with a tradition
bahu (third century B.C),

meant for Cenkayapan.
Though
hallowed
centre of Digambara
going back to the times of Bhadrathe last Srutakevalin and Chandra-

gupta Maurya, there is no cognizable

evidence to date the

vestiges at this place prior to circa fifth-century

A.D.

This

is so with regard to the whole of Karnataka.
But the
later wave of Digambara Jainism which virtually engulfed
Tamilnadu, Andhra and subsequently Keraia is based at
the Sravanabelgola centre.
The milasangha of this place
first finds mention in a copper plate record of Ganga king
Simhavarma (463-461), who established an arhad temple at

Perbolal (Kolar).

The inscription

village, Singavaram,

South

Arcot

from Tirunatharkunru
which reveals the Samd-

thi marana of an d@chaérya Chandranandi*’ by name after
fasting for 5/-days, is the first clear evidence regarding the
observance of sallékhana.
‘This is actually the second wave
of Jainism under the aegis of the Karnata-Gangas from the
Sravanabelgola centre which reached the Pallava kingdom

(Kongu tract) under Visakhacharya starting from the times

of Pallava

Simhavishnu.

Kafichit

became

an

important

centre of Jainism.
Pallava king Mahendra was himself a
Jaina originally.
This wave mostly influenced Tondaimandalam and Kongu regions, apart from the entire Deccan and coastal Andhra by the eighthcentury A.D.
May
it, however, be noted that the earliest wave of Digambara
Jainism, as outlined above, spread along the East coast to

the interiors of Tamilnadu, through Orissa-and the coastal
Andhra region.
This movement has greatly checked the
expansion of Mauryan Buddhism to the interiors of Tamil-

nadu and Keralaexcept Tondaimandalam.
We shall now
dilate upon certain important excavations undertaken by
the Archaeological Survey of India, State Departments of
Archaeology of Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh and Karna-
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taka and the Universities of Madras, Mysore, Dharwar
and, more recently the Tamil University, Tanjore etc.
A

good account is found in the
Departments,
the

Archaeological

by

T.V.

Survey

Mahalingam,**

dran** and

Annual

Indian Archaeology —

several

of

India,

K.V.

others

Reports of the State

A Review, published
besides,

Raman,’

whose

some

by

works

K.S. Ramachan-

reports

are cited at the

appropriate places.
Korkai,

district Tirunelveli

Vaddamanu,

(Tamilnadu),

district

Amaravathi

and

Guntur (A.P.)

Korkai, is an ancient port town of the Pandyas en route
to Srilanka on the east coast.
It has yielded in its earliest
levels a Black-and-red ware, besides sherds of the N.B.P.
ware. Another noteworthy find is a sturdy Red ware of thick

fabric well burnt and
found

with thin

in the earliest levels,

buffto

almost

red slip which was

recalling

the well

burnt

post-Harappan types of Gujarat region. Quite interesting is
a solitary C-14 date’ (TF-987, 2775 + 95) of 805 + 95 B.C.

obtained for a wood piece, locus O-I, KRK-I, layer-5, depth
3.17 m. In all, six fragments of N.B.P. were reported to
have been found and S. Gurumurthy® who studied them
observed that the fabric is of medium grey, not so fine as in
North Indian sites.
The core is 8 mm. thick and except

a thin convex round-based bowl] piece, the others are small
sherds. I had an occasion to examine at the Tamil University, Tanjavur, pottery of Korkai, through the kind courtesy of Natana
Kasinathan,
Director-in-charge
of the

Department

of

Archaeology,

Government

on 11.6.84.
Only two sherds
among
Period-I
were undoubtedly
of N.B.P.

be

noted

that in the

renewed

of Tamilnadu

the collections of
ware.**
It might

excavations

at

the

mahd-

chaitya site (1973-71) of Amaravati N.B.P. was abundantly found in Mauryan levels’* and the thickness of the core
ranged

IA
from

between 2 mm

(Early
South

Mauryan)
India.

Fourth century

to6mm.

and

Period

B.C.

IB
IA

The

evidence from

Period-

(Asokan) is the richest
dated

to the beginning

ever
of the

characterises the earliest occupation
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of the site by the Buddhists in thatched huts-on-posts, and
has yielded a total of 190 sherds.
The st#pa appears to be
alow mound of mud.
An equal number of N.B.P sherds
was found from Period IB (third century B.C) the distinction mainly being the addition of a partial railing to the

Mauryan stépa raised
Mauryan polish
was also found.
phase.

of massive,

granite verticals bearing

and label inscriptions.
A pillar edict part
Both were embellishments of the Avokan

In Period-II, the
post-Ascokan phase (second-first
century B,C,) coeval with Bharhut and Safichi phase-I,
the N.B.P. yield was very much reduced and only 39-fragments were found.
The fabric is very fine, the colour of
the core ranges from dull grey to ashy grey, buff, chocolate
with burnt patches, the minimum thickness is 1 to 1.5 mm.
and maximum 9 mm. in Period IB.
The types and
surface-hues present a remarkable
variety known only from the N.B.P. yielding sites of the
Ganga-Yamuna doab.
The colours are steel-black, silvery,
golden, and various other shades.
Black pigment over

silvery

gloss, and

which

has

a

purple

pinky

hue,

bands

over

indicate

the
the

rim

of a bowl

presence

of

the

painted variety as at Kosambi etc.
The silver and golden
variants are many and remarkable.
A wide variety of
copper revetting and luting by clamps is present in many
examples of bowls, cups and dishes. It clearly shows that this
deluxe ware was carefully used and deemed very precious.
The Amaravati evidence of the N.B.P. ware is the richest
both qualitatively and quantitatively in the entire Peninsular India (Maharashtra, Orissa, Bengal) and belongs to
pre-Asokan phase.
To this evidence, we can now add
site of great importance, over the
stitpa
another excavated

hill in the village of Vaddamanu® just 10 km direct eastwards of the Amaravati stiipa.
Here also the N.B.P. ware
was found along with silver P.M.C. and fine Black-and-red
ware sherds in its earliest levels.
This could be equated to
Period IB of Amaravati. From this hill-monastery site, we
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also

get an inscription on a rock

cistern which refers to.a

king named Raja Damaka, recalling the name of the wellknown
Bhattiprolu king Raja Khubiraka.
Both the epi-

graphs are unquestionably of the Mauryan period (either
early or late) and the two Hajas appear to be local kings in
succession.**

numbers.

The

NBP

of Vaddamanu

S. Sankaranarayanan"

is, however,

in small

after a critical

analysis

of the Bhattiprolu records says that the Rajas Khubiraka
and Damaka were local rulers heading a democratic assembly (gdshtis) prior to the Mauryan conquest.
Such a
democratic

set up was prevalent during

Buddha’s life time

but came to an end in the North after the rise of Magadhan imperialism.
The Mauryan
conquest of coastal
Andhra was, therefore, probably earlier to Asokan accession

and

the

religion

of Buddha

alike

came

to

Andhra

It is of great
almost certainly in the pre-Mauryan age.
import that Asoka in his [Vth pillar edict defines the
duties of such Rajukas in the administration.

Except

brief notices, we

have practically no

report on the stratigraphical sequence of Korkai.

deserves

to be

carefully excavated on a larger

detailed
The site

scale

and

the associated cultural relics, more specially, the stratigraphy of the assemblage going with the sturdy Red Slipped
ware and N.B.P., whatever might be its numbers, would be

of seminal importance in tracking the spread of early Buddhism and N.B.P. from the ancient Magadha nucleus” to
Korkai.

Evidences from

Kafichi:

Kavertppumpattinam,

Uraiyur,

etc.

The earliest historical period of Kafichi (Palar basin),
Kaverippumpatinam, Uraiyur (Lower Kaveri) and Alagarai
was assigned a date ranging from circa third century B.C.
to the end of first century

B.C.

Kafichi has been dated by

c-14- KCM-1 480 B.C. + 130 (PRL-22: 2430 + 130) and
another KCM-4 (TF-1228 + 95) (195 B.C). The c-14 dates
give us fairly early dates like the ones at Dharanikéta.
2
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The finds are

mostly

fine Black-and-red

ware, brick

structural
remains
whose
nature
is ambiguous.**
At
Kaverippumpattinam (Ptolemy’s Kaberis Emporion) in the

second century
ware,

B.C.

levels along

a structure of what

with

the Black-and-red

appears to have been

a

wharf,

has been exposed.'" The wood remains were c-14 dated to
316 + 103 B.C. (TF-207: 226 + 103).
Excavations at Vallam (Tanjore) and Kodumanal (Periyar)
Recent

excavations

(March-May

1984

and

1985)

by

the Tamil University" at these two sites, have becn, of the
nature of trial digs.
At Vallam the earliest deposits of
Period IA yielded Black-and-red warc with graffiti and a
c-14 date of early second century B.C. was obtained. While
in Period-IB the very same pottery had no graffiti but a
xcavations at Kodufew sherds contained Brahmi letters.
manal yielded rich 1.5 to 2m. thick strata characterised
From
by the Black-and-red ware with Brahmi letters.
within a cist circle, at this very site, a pot sherd of Blackand-red ware revealed a name written in Brahmi characThis appears to confirm some late survivals among
ters.

the Megalithic folk in

is also confir-

This

area.

‘Kongu’

med by the earlier discovery of a corroded Bronze coin of
Eran type (Allan has assigned a third-second century B.C)

from a cist grave at Sulur (Palladam Taluk), silver coins of
Augustus (27 B.C. — A.D. 14) along with a hoard of
Punch-marked coins from the Megalithic tomb in Coim-

Nowhere
batore.‘?
writing and coins.
like Paiyampalli,

basic

historical

else the Megaliths yielded evidence of
Even in Tamilnadu certain early sites

Sittannavasal,

associates.

from

Adichanallur

have

no such

matter

the

punch-

For

Tamilnadu?

marked

coins

Kayadi,

Tondaimanatham,

that

of Mambalam,

(hoards

Bodinaikkanur,

Virasingamani

and several other stray finds) do not appear even remotely
contemporary

semi-urban

to the early or even post-Mauryan

associate

assemblage

as in

Andhra

urban

or

Pradesh.

The contexts of Punch-marked silver coins in Karnataka
too are admittedly in later contexts, like those of Tamil-
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nadu.
This is quite understandable because these geographical zones are outside the Mauryan political and economic influences while Andhra Pradesh formed part of the
Mauryan empire. The rare and important find of a silver
PMC

of 5-symbol early

Mauryan

series from the excavat-—

ed Phase~1 of the ‘Savédika-Linga-sthala’ at Gudimallam''
proves beyond doubt its currency in proper cultural context during the period as in the north.
Even the more
recent PMC coins found in early Phase of Buddhist stupas
of Bhattiprolu, Vaddamanu as well as Amaravati Mahd-

chaitya confirm their Mauryan contacts and cultural significance.
On the present showing the PMC along with the
Roman coins of metallic importance (gold and silver) in
extrancous cultural set up like Megaliths are merely survivals percolating somehow to far off regions.
More extensive

areas have to be carefully tapped

under,

experienced

archaeologists, if we have to find for these, a cultural parity
in Tamilnadu~Karnataka as well as Kerala.

to

We are unable to give any convincing explanation as
where the Asokan built brick sti#pas of Kafichi and

Kaveripumpattinam have been?
DipavamSa (XVI, 1-3)
attests that Asoka crossed the three countries-Vindhya
ranges, forests and came to the ocean, paid a visit to the
Tamil country to see his daughter off Srilanka. Perhaps, a
bigger excavation of the early levels at some of these sites,
might provide an answer.
Kafichi was the most vividly
known religious centre, a richly colour‘ul and civilized city,

Nagaréshu Kafichi and even the emperors as well as intellectuals hailing from the city gained recognition after its great
name.

For

example,

Adfchipuraka

in the

Mahdbhdshya

of

Patafijali, Kafchéyaka Vishnugopa in Allahabad Prasasti
may be mentioned in this context.
Was this all an early
medieval
glory that went
into the literature after the
Mahendra Pallava times? There is no doubt that by about

the end of second century B.C. several powerful kings were
ruling in the eastcoast of Tamilnadu.
The Mahamegha-

vahana

king

Kharavela

speaks

of a confederacy

of

the

12

Tamil

countries (Tramiradeha

Samghatam)

during

his 13th

regnal year.**
Kerala

How

about

Kerala?

Nannan,

the

famous

war

like

chieftain of Ezhimalai (Cannanore) praised by many poets
as the proud possessor of golden chariots might have been
a

contemporary

of

Asoka

Maurya.

The

earliest

Chera

capital was Karur. M.G.S. Narayanan says “‘there is evidence in the earliest cave label inscriptions around the Chera
capital of Karur.?**

Archaeological excavations aimed

at

identifying this early Chera capital have obviously not met
with any success. The other suspected site was ThiruvanThis revealed
chikulam, near Cranganore (Kodungalur).

an occupational strata from circa eighth century A.D.
onwards, while Karur 70 km. from Tiruchirapalli town
excavated by the Department of Archaeology, Tamilnadu,

has

provided

some

encouraging

cultural strata were noted.

results.

Period-I

Four

periods of

dated to circa second-

first century B.C. yielded Black-and-red ware and red slipPeriod-II dated to first-second century A.D.
ped wares.
contained inscribed pottery, Amphorae and Rouletted
wares, while Period-III

dated to third-fourth century A.D.

revealed Russet-coated ware.
«was the ancient capital

Sridharan holds that the site

of Sangam

Chera kings,’’""

The

dating of the cultural sequence on pottery wares alone is
K.G. Krishnan equates ‘Karur-Vafchi’ with
hazardous.
Pugalur and says it was a secondary capital of the Cheras
during the early centuries of the Christian era. “Vanchi,
the greater metropolis is on the west coast.” But Pugalur
is worthy of examination again as it is known as Karuvurvafichi, both in Tamil literature and inscriptions.

has yielded Roman
Arikamedu

The place

coins’ deted to circa 37 to 180 A.D.

Excavations

R.E.M Wheeler provided, for the first time, a chronological datum line at Arikamedu (Podouke of Periplus) near
The earliest horizons were dated to the end
Pondichery.
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of first century B.C. and the Roman
to 25-50

A.D.,

Rouletted

of first century

A.D.

and

The

potteries’’ like Arretine

Amphorae

dating

to second

of the

and its foreign origin have been questioned

date of Amphorae

has

to be

revised

on

quarter

Rouletted ware
now.

the

Even the

earlier side.

Arikamedu was already an important port town before the

Roman

or Greek

here should

advent,

be bracketed

and

the

from

circa

early historical period
250 B.C. to 200 A.D.

It is of great importance to note that at the Dharanikota
excavations,"' a wharf and
an _ excavated navigational
channel came to light with imported glass objects of various
colours, ear-rimgs (milifiori technique), bangles and a seal
datable tocircasecond century B.C. These indicate a flouri-

shing

Indo-western

trade

from

countries before the Roman

is felt by

Wheeler

Dhanyakataka

period.

himself**

that

to far off

At Arikamedu

some

itself it

of the shapes and

fabric of this pottery were indigenous.
A distinction
been made between the indigenous Rouletted ware
imported Rouletted wares.
The Salihundam evidence
only pushes back the date of the Rouletted"? ware but

has
and
not
also

indicates its continuance till the second century A.D. Further, basing on the abundant inscriptional evidence, apart
from its structural and stratigraphical associations, the
earliest horizons of this ware were assigned to mid-second
century B.C. This early date of Salihundam is confirmed
again from the recent excavations at the Mahdchaitya of

Amaravati,

as well as Dharanikota, where Rouletted ware

begins to appear from the post-Asokan

levels (period-ITI).

In the light of these fresh evidences it is highly relevant to

recall the

observations

of

medu inscribed pottery.’

N.P.

Chakravarti

on the Arika

I quote: ‘At first sight the script

found on the graffiti from Arikamedu appears to belong to
the first or second century B.C. when compared with the
script of other Brahmi inscriptions, particularly those found
On the other hand, the date of the pottery
in the north.
as indicated by its association with dated antiquities, is of
The reason for this
the first century A.D. or near date.
discrepancy is not, however, far to seek. The script of the
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Arikamedu pottery and the early rock-shelters of the
Madura and Tinnevelly districts seems
to be more akin
to the ancient Dravidi script than the regular Brahmi

as found in the edicts of Asoka and other early inscriptions.
We also know that the Dravidi script must hava separated
from the main stock of Brahmi much earlier than the time
of Asoka, at the latest in the fifth century B.C.** This is
undoubtedly the reason why so many archaic forms are
noticed in the few inscriptions so far known in the Dravidi
script.
The development of forms after separation could
not be so fast in Dravidt as in the regular Brahmi which
continued to be used throughout the whole of India. If we
bear this point in mind, it would not be unreasonable to
‘assume that,

though

the

script

appears to be similar to the

of

script

the

Arikamedu

grafhti

of Brahmi inscriptions

of the first and second centuries B.C., it actually should be

relegated to a later period.
If this assumption is correct
then the so-called discrepancy between the Palaeographic
and the archaeological evidence would seem to disappear.”’
What a lengthy explanation
to adjust unimpeachable
epigraphical evidence into the chronological framework

formulated by a field archaeologist?
Let
of the

us not underrate the importance of palaeography
inscribed pottery, for it represents the true style

of

writing of a commoner, an unsophisticated script, not the
stylised or standardised one as on stone or metal inscriptions or other media.
Moreover all the inscribed, both
among Rouletted as well as plainer wares, pottery have
not been studied.
Many sherds from J.M. Casal’s”’ collection (1949) reveal inscriptions in early Brahmi characters
So the
and they need to be meticulously documented.
dating of the earliest horizons of the Rouletted ware at
Arikamedu, Kaveripattinam (Puhar), Uraiyur (Araguru of
Periplus), Korkai and Kafichi has got to be revised in res~pect of the initial stages at least to second century B.C."
The

excavated

rouletted ware is totally absent** at such a vastly

site as Nagarjunakonda

even

in

pre-Ikshvaku
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levels, datable to mid-second

century A.D., not to speak of

the Ikshvaku period although Amphorae

and Roman coins

were found to a meagre extent.
The russet-coated ware is
also not found, both at Nagarjunakonda and Amaravatti.
Thus the terminal date for the rouletted ware as well as
the russet-coated wares is some where around the middle
of the second century A.D. in the south-east coast. A few
survivals here and there should not be counted for purposes

of specific chronological fixations.

In the light of this, it is

very necessary that the horizons of certain diagnostic pottery wares like the Rouletted ware (foreign as well as indigenous), Arrettine,** Amphorae (indigenous or foreign) and
Roman coins at such historical port sites like Arikamedu,

Kaveripattinam,

Uraiyur,

thoroughly examined
worked out.

The

Buddhism

of
have

We

too.

a

This

of brisk trade.

expansion

religions

and

and
firm

Kafichi
datum

ample

are

line

is

towns

port

coast has developed several

southern

as a consequence

lerated

Korkai

afresh

had led to the acce-

other

and

testimony

Brahmanical

of forcign

writers

During

like Pliny and Ptolemy and the Periplus accounts.

the first century A.D., the Roman contact led to the establishment of colonies of Jews and Syrian Christians in

Kerala. Large hoards of Roman coins from Kottayam and
The archaeology of the Fews or Syrian
Eyyal are noteworthy.

Christians in Kerala, their architecture could be undertaken.
Notable

near

harbours

Quilandy,

Cranganore came
India and second

trade

transacted

peacocks.
A.D.

marks

like

Naura,

near

Bacare

near

Alleppy

Cannanore,

and

near

Muciri was the first emporium
up.
The objects
capital of the Cheras.

here were ivory, spices, sandal wood

The period from the first century A.D.
the

Tyndis

Muziris

first

well

established

epoch

in

the

of
of

and

to 400
early

The
historical Archaeology of Tamilnadu and Kerala.
Sangam poetry composed by a galaxy of 473 Tamil poets
Sangam or Cankam) including women, brahmanas, Jainas

and

Buddhists

gives

us a good

account

of their

period.
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Kafichi in Tondaimandalam tops among the early cities of
lower Dravidadésa.
Apart from indigenous accounts we
learn from a Chinese text, Ch’ien Han Shu, dated to the first

century

A.D.

that

Kafichi

is called

Chinese

king

sent

presents

to

the

Huang-che
ruler

and

the

of Huang-chi.”

Hiuen Tsang’s account mentions a large monastery
Kanchi-pu-lo with an Asokan tope about 100 feet high

at
to

the

A

east

of the

city but has

not been

located

as

yet.

monastery, DharmaSoka mahdrdaja vihdra, is reported to have
been built by Mahendra, son of Asoka near Nagapattinam,
a

port

of embarkation

mid-way

to

Srilanka

and

other

countries of south-east Asia.
We must confess here that
except literary and traditional accounts, no archaeological
evidences assignable to the pre-Christian period have come
forth to substantiate the presence of Buddhism or coastal
trade in the early centuries B.C.
Even Sanghardmas of the
Sthdviras (Chang-tso-pu) of the late Pallava times about
whom Hiuen Tsang makes specific mention are not to be
seen today. But at Kaveripattinam"' K.V. Raman has successfully traced the Buddhist establishments as mentioned in

the Tamil literature.
A detailed examination of the structural remains unearthed at the excavation at Kanchi and
Kaveripattinam suggests that during the second-third century A.D. there is a great movement of Buddhist monks
and
teachers from Andhrapatha to the Tondaimandalam
through the east coast.
This movement was backed by

flourishing trade.
It is relevant to bring in here an epigraphical discovery
of far reaching importance from Pulankurichchi, Ramanathapuram District. This huge rock inscription” in three
sections has also the sketch of a trident on lotus and a
The
battle axe indicating perhaps the royal emblems.
chief donor was a person described as ‘‘Kadal-agapperumpadati-ttalaivan” obviously a captain ofa big naval forces
during the year 192 of Tamil era going after the name of
the founder king Chéndan Kirran who is regarded as
The record is assigned by
belonging to Kalabhra family.
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N. Sethuraman

to circa fourth century

A.D.**

It is impor-

tant to note that Kalabhras had originally come to the
south by sea."*
The king Cendan Kurran probably lived
in

the

second

another
malar,

and

century

A.D.

discovery by R.
Madras**

weighing

To

of asquare

7.45

this

we

Krishna Murthy,

gms.

may

now

copper coin measuring

On

the

obverse

add

Editor,

Dina2

cm.

is an elephant

tusker to the right with a dangling trunk, the legend overhead in bold characters and anticlockwise towards the

flange reads Kalapird, the last letter @ resembles the Bhattiprolu script. The reverse is blank.
Similar coins seem to
have come from Kaveripoompattinam (1971).
On typological and Palaeographical grounds, the coin can be assi-

gned

to the third-fourth

- assigned

to

century A.D. and reasonably

Kalabhras,

though

the

king’s

name

be

is

not

known.
R. Krishna Murthy** has also brought to light
some other coins of this period.
A square die-struck coin
measuring

reveals

1.7

a

reads

cm.

in diametre

robust horse
A.D.

and weight

clipped,

and

weighing

moving to left,

Peruvaluthi in Brahmi

century

and

Another coin,

1.100

gms.

the legend on

top

characters of the second-third

a rectangular one (2.2 x

1.5

2.900 gms.) has on its obverse an elephant, sides

on the reverse a fiish

symbol,

suggesting

its

Pandyan affiliation.
The clippings clearly indicate that
the coin was in curreucy and adjusted to the weight standard.
Probably the earliest coins in lead from ‘Tamilnadu
the

come

from

They

possessed

Andipatti

a legend in

hoard,

North

Tamil-Brahmi

Arcot

District.

characters

of

second century A.D. reading
Tinnan edirdna Chéndan.
(Mahalingam, however, reads, Atinam Etiran sindan)*' with
the symbols

like mount or arched-hill,

wavy

line etc.

These

might be the issues of another Kalabhra king, perhaps a
near contemporary of king Chendan Kurran. These coins
are prototypes of the latter Satavahanas issues.
From the

early centuries of the Christian era we find clear evidences
at port towns like
mariners)
(master
of Mahdndvikas
Ghatansala (Ptolemy’s Kantakossyla) in district Krishna;
Mahdnagaparvata at Guntupalhi, district West Godavari,
3
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closer

to

porary

the ancient

to the above

capital of 7 ்து.
Kalabhra

Almost

Chief-navigator,

contemwe

get one

Buddhagupta, a native of Raktamrittika Mahdvihara (Ranga-

mati,

district

Malay

Murshidabad,

Peninsula.

West

Bengal),

It is noteworthy

sailing

to the

that all these

master

mariners were Buddhists.**
Chinese silks noticed in Damirika by the author of the periplus were perhaps shipped
from Tamluk having come overland from North China by
way of Lhasa.
The famous Kafichi silk industry seems to
have originated out of these Chinese contacts during the

early centuries A.D., although we are yet to authentically
document the silk remains from the early historical strata
of this site. But surely by aboutsecond-third century A.D.
Vijayapur I[kshvakus® wore the ‘China-cholaka’ (full-sleeved
coat or tunic), which is of Chinese origin. Buddhist teachers,
monks,

and

nuns,

recently
tions

frequented from Sriparvata,

the

as

versa

vice

Ceylon to China

(Nagarjunakonda)

Sriparvata

Kandy), Srilankan

Lihinimalai, (district

and

inscrip-

testify."°

The Mahdsdnghika schools, like Chaityaka,
Mahdviharavasins
with their epicentres at

Sailas and
Sriparvata

(Nagarjunakonda) and Dhanyakataka spread over the inter-

mediary regions too on the east coast on their way to Srilanka and beyond.
As a result, we can see clearly that at
Kaveripattinam and Kafichi excavations, more specifically
at Kaveripattinam, not only Buddhist Vihdras and stipas
but also cult objects like Buddha pddas of Palnad lime
stone, metal images’’

of Buddha

chaitya grihas of the same
Amaravati,

have

come

type

to light.

for personal

as

worship

and

at Nagarjunakonda-

It is surprising that during

this period the Mahasanghika sects from DharanikotaAmaravati reached far and wide.
We find the sculptural
art as well as cult objects of Palnad stone in the interiors
of Karnataka such as Hampi, Sannathi, Banavasi, Aihole
and several other sites, The brick apsidal Chaitya griha
measuring

one

of

the

26

x

13.5 m. exposed

largest

chaitya

of

at Banavasi is regarded

the

Satavahana

as

in South

(9

India.** From Andhra the Buddhist followers visited Vanavasi and we also get plenty of references to the visit of the
monks

to

Sriparvata,

several

other countries

Srilanka

and

again from

Vanavasa

Sriparvata.

Kafichi also during this period a special chaitya

and

to

That

at

with Bud-

dha pddas and vihdra was extant at Dharmaddvana, as the
interesting Mahimékhalai account reveals.
The Buddhist
stipa"™ and monastery exposed near the Kamakshiamman
Temple area in period I-B, dated to second-fourth century
A.D. might be identified with this.
The
SatavahanaIkshvaku cultural influence into the Tondaimandalam area

is revealed by the coins of Rudra from Kafichi (12-coins of
lead) apart from the Roman amphorae and brick struc~
tures
There seems to be a virtual transportation of cult
objects and pillars of palnad™ lime stones as seen from the
ruins

of stumps

granite

of square pillars on the

floor slabs of the smaller west
complex.

vara griha at the Shore Temple

of brick structures and

lime

front

facing

under

the

Rajasimhés-

There are traces

stone workings over the back

of the hill containing the large mandapa caves at MahabaliA careful probe might yield a pre-Pallava
puram itself.

phase of art at this place which might be aligned to the
Buddhist mandapa and chaityas of the Nagarjunakonda

type.

At

Punjeri,

z.e., Puhum-Ceri

at

village

first

entry

situated just one-and-half km. to the west of Mamallapuram on the western bank of the Buckingham canal

several

remains

of structers

and

pottery,

besides,

ruined

Megalithic stone circles and urn burials in its vicinity were
This appears to be a potential site worthy of exnoted.
A lime stone panel of the Nagarjunakonda
cavation.”*
type was also reported from a temple at Royapettah in
In the pre-Pallava period Kafichipuram area
Madras.**
was perhaps under the latter Satavahanas, their allies
Naga-kings- and

subsequently

came

under

the Ikshvaku

infiuences, though not political but of Buddhist and BrahIt is generally held that Kafichi was the
manical cults.“

capital of the Pallavas of Simhavishnu line.
Pallava

grants

came

to light, the first one

Recently two
from

Gudur
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(Dt. Nellore) and the second one from Bobbeyapalli (Taluk
Adoni, Dt. Prakasam), We learn that Kafichi was the
capital

city

even

before

Simhavarman-I.

The

latter

record dated in the 13th regnal year of Kumaravishnu
mentions this ruler as a great grandson of Virakurchavarman, the founder of the Pallava dynasty,
Karajavarman and son of Skandamila-I.

that
naga,

grandson of
It is known

the Adoni region (Dt. Prakasam) was under
Viceroy,

the Satavahana

and

Skanda-

Virakurchavarman-I,

according to late T.V. Mahalingam,”* rose to power as the
I would not like
result of Naga matrimonial connections.

to debate here on the historical and geographical

implica-

tions of these new records — but suffice it to say, that there
is need to tackle on a large scale, and systematically too,
the

early

fortifications

of

the

were found at Pallavamedu”

Vishnugopa’
king and

Kafichi

excavation.

of the Samudragupta’s

the Gudur

city

whose

traces

The “Kajfichépaka

praSasii was indeed

plates state that Simhavarman-II,

a
the

donee was the son of Yuvaraja Vishnugopa. According to
an interesting analysis of Buddha Prakash the Gupta king
Samudragupta”™ took to the then popular east coast route
and subducd all the powers of coastal Andhra right upto
Kafichi and asserted his influence on Ceylon too. The
long south-east coast line was dotted with several convenient anchorages right from Tamralipti, Kalingapatnam, Vengi, Maisolia (Mahishamandala), Krishnapatnam,
(Nellore),

Mailai

(Mylapur),

Kaveripumpattinam,

Naga-

pattinam, Korkai and perhaps several others. Kafichi, in
particular, grew as a centre of Theravada Buddhism in
South India during the subsequent centuries. A galaxy of
Buddhist teachers like Buddhadatta, Aravana
Adigal,
Bodhidharamma (370-520 A.D. founder of Dhyana Buddhism), Vajrabodhi (Tantrik Buddhism, Difinaga (Nyapa
school) and Vinitaruchi (582) were from Kafichi. Dharmapala lived in a Vihdra named

Paratittai, near Kanchi.

cradle of Pdéramitayana and Vajraydna was in South
around Sriparvata, Dhanyakataka,

(i.e.

The

India,

Potalaka and Oddiydna

Kafichi), which are in coastal tracts of Bndhra

and
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Tamilnadu.
Prajfidpadramita sittras were declared, for the
first time, on the mountain at Kalukulamatlai (gridhra-kita),
near

the city of Madurai.

This very

zone

assumed

great

importance due to the rise of Tdntrik Buddhism.
Lokesh
Chandra™ opines that it was net Bengal, Orissa or Assam
but Oddiydna (meaning a girdle ‘Mant-mekhala’ standing
for Kafichi) and Andhradega were the chief centres transmitting fdntrik Buddhism to Indonesia and China.
By
about the eighth-ninth century A.D. this coastal’ ‘perfume
route” gained prominence and the port towns of south-east
China, namely, Quan Zhau and Guang Zhou played a
great role, in diffusing the cultural elements through com-

mercial contact from south-east India and Ceylon.
Not
only Buddhism but the brahmanical religion too reached
China
and
temples
were
built
during
the
Tang
period.

The

records

of the

Tang

dynasty

(618-907)

mention the existence of three brahmanical temples in
Guangzhou (Canton), the soutrehernmos city of China.
From the Chinese sources ‘Sungh Shih, Sung-hui-yao” we
learn that the Chola kings sent embassies to China — in
1015, 1020, 1033 and 1077 A.D. The one sent in 1015 A.D.
must

have

been

the great

by

Raja-I

Raja

Late T.N.

Subramanian

ing study of these contacts

South

his successors.

between

and

the rest by

made

a pioneer-

Indian ports and

China during the medieval period and even edited a bilingual and bi-scriptural (Tamil and Chinese) stone inscription dated to 1281 A.D. found in the street of Wu Pau

(Dec,

1956)

in

the

port

town

of

Quan

Zhou

(Fujian

Province).

The Chinese

copper

coins,

earlier

reported

from the

excavations at the famous sites Chandravalli* (district
Chitradrug in Karnataka), Arikamedu and Korimedu (near

Pondichery) which were wrongly assigned to the early
historical period were identified as the issues of the Sung
emperors (1023 A.D.) on a thorough reexamination,’ The
stratigraphical analysis at both these excavations needs,
therefore,

a fresh examination.
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Further, we need to realise, more urgently than ever,
Mortimer Wheeler’s dictum “Have a plan and having a
plan, see that the plan is worthwhile, is likely to add significantly to our knowledge of the human mind and human
achievement’”.**
Wheeler took the classical peoples —

Greeks for North-West India and Romans for South India
as the basis” for archaeological field work and inevitable

prejudices that resulted are manifest when he graded the
cultures of the early historic India as ‘Barbarian’ and
As Graham Clark has rightly cautioned ‘I
‘inferior’.
believe the best preparation is to be educated both in the

history of one’s own tradition
tives

of

and in the broader perspec-

and

anthropology’?

specially

of

South

India

“Historical and Literary scholarship have at least much to
contribute by way
anthropology”*

Let us get

ready

of

posing

to gather

significant

questions

as

more archaeological facts

on the ancient cities and towns like Amaravati-Dharanikota,

Isila, Banavasi, Kanchi, Kaverippumpattinam and Korkai.
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CHAPTER

RELIGION
ARCHAEOLOGY

II

IN ART AND
OF SOUTH-INDIA

Several experiments must have been carried out in
Art and Architecture during the Pre-Agamic period in
South India, as in the North.
Though abundant textual
data exists, we have several gaps in the evidences pertaining to the ‘Form’ of the God, His ‘House’ and the ‘Ritual’,

before the advent of the historical

period.

Surprisingly, the earliest
representations of what
appear to be somewhat closer to the historical Siva and
Durga or Parvati, can be seen in the environs of Boghazkoy (famous for the inscribed tablet in Hittite cuneiform
script in Akkadian language), at the site called Yazilikaya
(just two km. east of Boghazkeui)

in a Rock-cut

sanctuary

A long panel carved in basdated to 13th century B.C.
relief reveals sixty-six Gods and Goddesses facing each
Most important among this group,
other in procession.'
almost life-size and placed centrally, were three figures, a
God Teshub standing on a bull, a Goddess called Hepat
(Hebat) on the Lionness and the son named Sharruna
H.C.
(Saravana) standing somewhat behind the Goddess.
Raychaudhuri’

close

drew

similarities

between

Rudra

and

the Hittite male God Teshub. Not only in physical charac-

ter,

Vahanas,

thunderbolt,

etc.

but
bow,

the

weaponry

trident,

mace,

like

the three-pronged

battle

bear close resemblance to the vedic,

and

dagger

epic and

puranic

axe

textual ascriptions like Vajrabdho, Dhanvi, Pindkin, Trisulin,
Parasvadhayudha, and PattiSa

to the God.

Representations

of this deity were found at Malatia, in the Zinjerli sculp-

34

periods in terracotta. Stons discs, small plaques, as also big
sculptured figures without head, or symbolised lotus or
vegetal motifs were found.

As witness to the survival or better say continuity of
cults in the early historical assemblages of South India"
terracotta figures like
from Tirukkampuliyur;

Vrikshadevata

Goddess

Mother

and

Naga-linga etc.,
from Alagarai;

Kaveripakkam

from

a

certainly

almost

in

Kafichipuram,

and

Mother Goddess,
a seated Ganésa

pre-Pallava

sequence, are interesting examples.
Coming to the

specific

archaeological excavations, in

recent years, the case I am presenting here is entirely new.
It

is the

result

merely

of not

a study

Archaeology’ as Pramod Chandra"
based on an intensive

examination

of

and

‘Architectural

tell us but also

would

correlation of the

data collected from a careful probe into the very foundaThis indeed
tions of an ancient but live temple complex.
is the

‘New

Archaeology’

for Indian

cirumstances,

like the

one BinFord'® has advocated for pre and protohistoric
investigations elsewhere. The stratigraphical dig within
the Garbhagrtha (PL.2) of the Parasuramésvara Temple at
Gudimallam,

district

Chittoor,

us rich dividends

A.P., paid

and brought to light refreshingly new evidences hitherto
‘Those of you
unknown to the Indian Temple studies.
However, I
interested can study my published'* account.

would
specific

emphasize
aim

that

the

salient

further

features

researches

in

should

brief with
be planned

the
in

Tamilnadu at the temple sites where exactly the very same
traditional and literary accounts emphasize hoary antiquity
to the extant religious edifices of the medieval period.
The earliest Phase-1 at this Sivasthala or say naishthikaSthdna is dated to the Mauryan period with the help of
stratigraphy and
associated objects like black-and-red
pottery, punch-marked silver coin and iron objects, etc.
The symbolism of this unique Linga, one of the earliest
exatnt realistic emblem" of Siva and “most perfect piece
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of its class and of great valuc in connection with the history
and

nature

of the Linga

worship’’,"’

this structural set up unearthed
within two

circular pithas

mandala drawn on a
A

closely

deity

from

set

at

the

It was found fixed

centre

of a square

vdstu-

levelled and prepared ground. (Fig. !)

nearby

habitation

details, associated pottery

warcs

provide a Mauryan

The

date.

of Bos, pig and goat bearing

seggregated

Vedikd,

rail,

three-barred

the

was fully manifest in

below.

while

the

its foundational

and other objects clearly

evidence

cut-marks

of unburnt bones
found, for the first

time, in a hypacthral shrine at such an early date point to
the offer of the animal

flesh to the deity.

The deity on the

frontal face of the tall linga reveals Himself as a protopurdnic Agni-Rudra carrying a dead Yajiia-pasu (goat), after
its flesh was removed. The animal skin only (ajina) was
held

with the

thumb

and

central

two fingers, leaving the

last and the second fingers free. An djya-pédtra in the left
palm along with danda-parasu resting against the shoulder
fully illustrates the emergence of the Rudra-Yajamana
(PL. 3) from the Vedic Stambha or altar.
More interesting
is the bhuta or asura like devayana unwillingly bearing the

He possesses minapadas symbolis-

load of this mighty God.
ing

an

aquatic

origin.

(PL.

4

(A)

its

). In

phase-2

the

railed Siva-thala was brought under a garbha-griha literally
A brick apsidal temple was
the “house of the womb”.
raised by about the first-second century A.D. as per the
emerging style of the Vastu. (Fig. I) The associated pottery
the

wares,

like

argha,

that too

Russet-coated

Andhra

ware,

raised

lime

floor characterise this change, but the railing around the
linga set-up remained undisturbed. There appears to be
no abhisheka or regular archana even in Phase-2 but merely
neither

perhaps,

structural

very occasional

arrangements

nor

any

(naimittika),

as

inscriptional

provisions were made.

This set-up continued for quite a long period till about
the end of the 8th century

ing of the classical dgamic

A.D. which witnessed the herald-

phase in the temple art, now in
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stones,

with the advent of late

Pallava-Bana

rule over the

region. The Vedikad was levelled up by sizing off the
projecting verticals, a neat stone floor was laid, a rectangular pitha in two bits was fitted to the standing linga from
either ends without, however, disturbing the mitla-pratishtha
but partly covering the guhya who was no more of any
significance to the earld medieval
renovators. Even the

inscriptions

of the

Bana-ChOla

descriptive phraseology of the
these

attributes

can

be

Linga or the form of the

period
God

correlated

God

contain

the usual

Siva, although none of
to

or

alinged

to

the

there on. The Linga-pitha

has now a vdrimarga to serve the ritual of nitya-abhisheka,
for purdnic Siva is abhisheka-priya not argha-priya, and
archana, thirtha and of course prasdéda (due to influence of
now

perpetual

Vaishna

cults), were

assumed

a regality, (rajasika)

(nitya) and provisions

Thusa
were made by the rulers as well as by the public.
total transformation took place in the puja-Vidhdna which
with periodical

vabhavas and

utsavas under the patronage of almost all the rulers till 18th
century A.D.

Having said all this, it must still be stated that the
early spread of Buddhism and Jainism during the Mauryan
periods pushed to the background the brahmanical cults in
the South for a while. They were not appearing openly on
a large scale so as to leave any remarkable traces in the
form of grand architectural and iconographic creations in
Andhra and Tamilnadu, though Gudimallam is the lone
example which has got to be regarded as a solid proof for

the existence of early Saiva temples in the South. It might
also be noted that this place is somewhat remote from the
active influencing zones of Buddhism during this period.

After the Gudimallam experience, let us examine
some other ancient and sacred Siva-sthdnas in the South.
The first one that comes to my mind is Kalahasti, closer to
‘These
Gudimallam and the second one is Chidambaram.
two places possess Vayu and AkdSalingas respectively”
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according to legend and literature. The other three ancient
sthanas are Arunachalesvara at Tiruvannamalai noted for

Agni-linga,
vara

Kafichipuram” prithvi-linga;

(Tiruvanaikkaval),

kshetras

were

famous

for
as

the

and

hills

These five

parchabhita-kshetras,

arising out of the Sada@Siva-tattva.

baram

and Jambukes-

Apa-linga.

a

Sri Kalahasti,

great

concept

Chidam-

Tiruvannamalai connect the Siva-sthala

and

forests

and

in

all

these

cases

the

with

earliest

nature of worship appears to be, in many aspects, closer to
what we have archacologically recovered at the earliest
phase of Gudimallam.
The linga which made its appearance under the Jambu tree at Tiruvanaikka was worship-

ped

by

bathed

a white elephant.

We are told

that

this

animal

the lord bringing water in its trunk from the

river,

while a spider span a web in order to prevent leaves falling
on it.
These three, that is the insect, reptile and animal,
have ultimately given up their lives demonstrating devotion
to the lord and won salvation.
So the God is of all.
At

Sri

Kalahasti

also

the

main

linga

is

a svayambhi

type

(natural pebble), and as the legend has it, the Sri (spider),
Kala

(snake),

own

way

and

the

nature

amidst

Tinna’s

worship

Hasti

(Elephant),

Siva-linga

which

forest-hilly tract.
of Siva

involving

worshipped

confirms
Again
the

its

in

their

hypaethral

the tribal

offer of raw

Hunter
fiesh

to

God, his great devotion to the deity displayed by plucking

out

his own eyes to graft

were bleeding,
Tinna,
open.
Nayanar. The

them on the Lord’s

eyes

which

implying thereby, a mukha-linga®' in the
Kannappa
became
devotee,
the great
present ecology around KAalahasti is not

very much different from that of the Chéla period when a
larger configuration of temples had cropped up and practically the jungle had been cut off.

But its hoary past

and

sacreditness was sung alike by various Tamil writers, the
earliest being Nakkeerar, apart from Sambandar, Appar,
Manikkavazagar, Sundaramurti Nayanar, besides the great
Adi Sankara who explicitly narrates the Kannappa legend
in his Sivanandalahari; not to speak of the abundant

purdnic citations as in the Skanda, Siva and Linga purdnas.
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Similarly

Chidambaram,

with

its

great

Chitsabha,

where Siva is worshipped in his AkdSa form has revealed
some reliable and surer links with Patafijali, the Yogastirakara of the second century B.C.
Though
temple cannot be pushed to a date earlier

structurally the
than that of the

Imperial Cholas, the inscriptional references take us to the
seventh-eighth centuary A.D. and the literature to Patanchali’s time. It is true that many Pataflali’s and Vyaghrapads were mixed up in early literature and specific associations and periods cannot be worked out firmly.
Late
B.G.L. Swamy*®? who made a rationalised study of the

accounts on Chidambaram and Natardaja feels that the tilla
at Perumbarrappuliyur served as a
WNaishthika-sthana,
‘never meant to be a temple that is, a mu#lasthdna or garbhagrtha, in the technical sense”’. The Chidambara-rahasya, the
mistery or secret, has a specific connotation.
Behind the
sanctum sanctorum where the Nataraja image exists there isa

cell which is said to contain a body of a Yogi in an eternal
samadi** state which
is now walled up.
According to
N. Ramesan an eka-mukhalinga exists here*' standing for

Isana. The chitsabha signified worship of Siva in the Akasa
form, beyond the ken even of the Yogis, (Yogindém apyagochara). Even at Tiruvanaikka sometime ago the Paramaguru Sri Sankaracharya, Sriman Chandrasekhara Sarasvati Svami of Kafichi found a chaturmukha linga of the
ChO6la period.

It resembles

the one

however, within a cave south
slopes of the Kannappa hill.”

at Kalahasti

of the

main

which

is,

temple on the

It appears to be almost certain that an early wave of
pasupata Saivism® spread to the south during the second
century B.C., after a spell of Asoka’s Buddhism, and, subsequently, Lakulisa and his apostolic descendants proselytized the Vaidike Padsupatism on a grand scale.
This resulted in the creation of a wide variety of vyaktdvyakta ripas

of Siva Mahadeva.

Gudimallam

Rudra-Linga is thus an

eye opener and points to the existence of early braéhmanical
vestiges alike, during the Mauryan and post-Mauryan
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times

in

country.

South

A

India,

as

in

the

northern

probe like the one conducted

parts

of

the

at Gudimallam

in any of the above places might yield rich and reliable
archaeological data on the antiquity of Saivism.
But alas!
how many among the present day temple trusts in the
South

would

agree

for

such

a scientific

the House of their Living God?
that

examination

into

But it is highly significant

in all the five Pajicha bhita Kshetras

discussed

above,

a

mukha-linga is associated, although, they were later installations, going with the elaborate Chéla structures. But the
very

consecration

Vedic origins.

of

Mukhalingds,

Yet John

their

esoterism,

has

Irwin in a private communication

to me (dated 24th August, 1982) has said ‘‘Where I radically disagree is in your categorisation of the Gudimallam
image as ‘anthropomorphism’.
In my context, it is essentially ‘aniconic’, the anthropomorphic
element being very
secondary in the Yajamdna, though belonging to a time, of
course, when anthropomorphism in worship was just beginning somewhat unevenly, in different parts of India.
But

I am, nonetheless, grateful for the archaeological data you
present, which is important’’.
We have clearly demonsstudy

trated by this anlytical

attributes that the

of the physical features and

Rudra-Yajamdna

carved

on the frontal

facets of the linga imbibed the Vedic and proto-Purdnic
concepts and if the subsequent cult marks vividly detailed
in the following

paragraphs

have

any

meaning

even among

the attendent minor gods and semi divine forms, a distinction had already come

cal Gods.
in mind

to

stay in respect of the brahmani-

But the basic phenomenon
while prosecuting

the studies

that should be borne
on

Indian

art history

and iconography, more so of the southern region, is that
“Vedic thoughts and trends have not ceased to be by the
end of the Vedic period,’*’ but continued to live in the
Society and exercised tremondous influence in moulding
the cultural life right upto the present day.

the

Be that asit may, H. Sarkar’* has recently expressed
view that “the date of Gudimallam Linga may be
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placed after Nagarjunakonda or Chejerla and its dating to
the fourth century A.D. fits in well with all the available
evidence — be it historical, artistic or archacological.’’
This late dating was suggested by D.R. Bhandarkar” long
ago.
quity

the

I have dealt
of Saivism in

entire

historical,

gamut
artistic,

with in greater detail about the antiSouth India, after taking full stock of

of evidences

from all

architectural

or

parts

of

archaeological

India
in

—
the

preceding chapters of my work published in 1982.
It
appears Sarkar skipped over the art-historical data examined by us in these chapters and merely narrated the known
data in the first two pages.
His threefold division of the
linga is not applicable to the Gudimallam example, much
less, this unique evidence be judged from the early-medieval concepts’® of linga-pitha or apasmarapurusha etc. (see
below such forms are freshly studied).

Simillarly

the compound

expression ‘Rudra-Siva’

was

a creation of R.G. Bhandarkar*' and such a form was no
where met with nor found mentioned in the Vedic texts.
Instead the correct word is ‘Bhava-Sarva’. There should be
no doubt that the form of the God depicted on the frontal
facet of the linga is Rgvedic “Rudra-Yajamdana’’ not the
Indeed we named the form as proto-Siva”
purdnic Siva.
basing on a thorough

study of several factors such as early

literary and philosophic concepts, epigraphic- numismatic
correlations, besides the art style, inscriptions and other
The use of sand stone as well as
archaeological associates.
local brownish slate for the “linga-pitha-Vedika”’ set up, as

against the tradition of extensive use of soft greenish lime
stone medium for sculptural arts (palnad) prior to the
Christian era is a point raised by Sarkar. May it be noted
that granite as a material for inscriptions, architectural
members and sculptural art was well utilised during the
Mauryan phase at the mahdchaitya of Dhamfiakada® and
certainly the later

revived

dynasties

the use of such

the Tondaimandalam

hard

area.

like

the Pallava have merely

stones,

Not

available

in plenty

in

only granite but a local
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variety of sandstone was also used for making an inscribed
Asgokan column at Amaravati.
The massive granite relic
containers at Bhattiprolu were not merely inscribed but
also given the typical Mauryan polish and finish on them.
There is no doubt about the early Mauryan beginning .for
the sculptural art on hard stones in coastal Andhra and the
Gudimallam evidence is uniqne in respect of early Saiva
vestiges in the whole country. Argumentum et absentia without further planned work in this direction will not lead us
anywhere.
However, with spread of Mahayan Buddhism from the
Krishna-Guntur tract the cult objects prepared out of
limestond were virtually transported to Karnataka and
Tondaimandalam.
That is why we see at the Buddhist
sites of Sannati,

Banavasi,

Hampi

ctc.

in Karnataka,

and

Kanchi and Kaveripumpattinam in Tamilnadu, wherein
these objects were found in the 2nd-3re centuty A.D. levels.
As at Bharhut,

Bodh

Gaya

and Sanchi, a locally avai-

lable stone from Tirupati Kondalu was used at Gudimallain
to carve the unique form of Vedic Rudra Yajamana on an
upright Lifiga surrounded by a closely set Vedika.
The
stone (reddish igneous rock) colour also appears to be a
selection based on Vedic prescriptions for Rudra was of
tawny brown colour, hence Arundéya, Taémraya etc.
Sarkar* further justifies a late date expressing certain
doubts on the validity of the sequence worked out by me

on the basis of the stratigraphy within the garbha-griha visa-vis, the trial

trench-A

outside.

No

doult

the

area

dug

was too limited for broader sequential comparison and
chronological fixations.
Even if we ignore, for a moment,
the stratum obtained from Trench-A, since that section
was not published** in my work, the stratigraphy obtained

from the Garbha-Griha dig is explicitly clear.
(Fig. 1) I
admit that some printing devils have crept into my work
and as rightly pointed out by Sarkar the dating of layer-5
should be corrected to read as third-fourth century B.C.
6
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From the top of this layer, the first working level is noted.
Alter levelling, the ground was prepared.
The Vdstumandala‘* was in an enclosure,

a

Chatvdra “a fenced off square

without any kind of building on it.” This is what we have
encountered on the layer-5.
The first set of stones laid
were flat irregular slab pieces (anvils) three on each side of

the square
bases and

rail.
this

The
method

short

uprights

of foundation

were
is

placed on the

like the ‘‘Under-

Pinning stone technique” (PL. 2) as known from the Asokan
free-standing pillars, stone and wooden palisades and also
the stitpa rails of early Mauryan” and Post-Mauryan period.
There is no other foundation pit here in this phase-1, but
in Phase-2 an apsidal brick temple was raised the foundation of which can be clearly seen cutting through the
layers-3,4 and 5 at

3rd cent. A.D.
earliest

working

the

working

level-3,

There is no doubt
levels

(1 and

2)

dated

to the

Ist-

that the evidences of the
and

floor-1,

which

are

dis.inctly seen in the Garbha-Grtha trench as the remarkably
clear photo-illustrations nos. 9 to 14 of my work reveal. In
fact, no need arose to mark the layers with the help of a
knife as they were so obvious by distinct colour and
compositional factors. The working levels and floor were
neatly levelled and laid by the first authors of the shrine
itself. Attention of the reader is drawn to my illustrations
photo-11 and 12, besides, the drawings Figs. 4 to 6.
Truly my ‘exploratory Survey or Study’’ was indeed
in the close vicinity of the monument’ after an additional
area was acquired by the Archaedogical Survey behind the
prakara of this famous temple complex.
But certainly the
limited excavation within the Garbha-Griha was no doubt

“small, but well-schemed

problem oriented digging.”

We

have demonstrated’’ fully “how methodical application of
archaeological field techniques would unravel not only
certain refreshingly new evidences, but help in the proper

interpretation of the impregnant Vedic-Purdnic and Agamic

concepts governing the origin and evolution of a deity, its
house and ritual”, from this dig within a live temple of
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great historical importance.
Interpretations should not be
based on mere assumptions arising out of an incomplete
study of a carefully documented and meticulously recorded
archaeological facts from the excavation, however, small its
nature and scope be.‘° In this case any excavator would
have loved to dig more exhaustively, and deeply rather,
exposing fully the layers five and even six, dismantling the
temple; but that was not possible as the shrine is alive one
and the villagers are highly tradition bound. Even otherwise
the date obtained and the stratigraphical contexts clearly
point to 3rd cen. B.C. date for the beginning of the hypaethral Savedika-linga-pitha set-up.
There is urgent need to
realise this and work upon the antiquity and spread of
Saivism in South India- Mere art-historic, stylistic approach

basing on the study of art forms and architectural norms
will not provide a sound basis for chronological fixations.
Careful

researches,

as

conducted

by

us,

at

Gudimallam

revealed specific archaeological facts admirably complimenting the textual sources.
Such studies in the architectural-archaeology are the need of the hour. I have no
hesitation to say that the limited excavation within the
farbha-griha of the Gudimallam temple is the first attempt
of its kind and deserves to be followed up at other great

temples, the hoary past of which has remained unchecked.
To summcerise, the stratigraphical evidence clearly points
to the date suggested by us. It runs counter to the present
day art-history based conclusions which often display deliberate indifference to the stratigraphic evidence which
cannot lie or flatter.
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CHAPTER

ரா

CERTAIN UNIQUE GANAS AND
GUHYAS: ANTIQUITY OF
BRAHMANICAL CULTS
Associated with the Pajichabhiitas, and vested with both
benevolent and malevolent powers, are some of the godly
creatures called Yakshas and Yakshis, their ganas and guhyas.
In Indian art, mostly of Buddhist affiliation, a plethora of
such divine and mythical forms were known right from

Mauryan

times.

Here

we would

highlight

a few signi-

ficant' examples from some recently excavated sites in
South India, datable to the pre Christian eras and evaluate
certain new features noticed on the sculptural depictions
from the north.
1.

Gudimallam Guhya:

As

a result

(PLS. 4. A,B,C)

of the stratigraphical

probe

within

the

garbha-griha, we could expose the buried figure ofa seated
dwarf (guhya), over the frontal facet of the facetted Linga,
within the Parayuramesvara temple, at Gudimallam. This
figure, seated on kness, covering the top of the brahmabhaga

of the Rudra-Linga

whose

total height

measures

1.68 m.

On the shoulders of this guhya stands firmly planted a full-

bodied Agni-Rudra (PL.3),
ging out of a yiipa.

splendorous
is certainly
ruffled brow,
and the eyes

80 cm high, shown as if emer-

The figure is awe-inspiring and reveals

movement, but the goblin-like devaydna below
disinclined to carry the mightly God.
His
tight-teethed grim-face, cheeks, nostril folds
impart a scouling look. His body is shrunken,
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palms

resting on the hips due to the superload.

are pointed and leaf-shaped.

by conical drops studded
He has Kanthamala made

The

wristlets

and

ears

with pearls or precious stones.
up of fine strings with a long

barrel-shapped pendant at the centre,
rudradksha beads which spanned the chest.

circular

The

ear lobes are elongated

armlets

set between two
He wears simple

(kankands).

The

bi-parti-

tioned navel and the lower garment fairly above the knees
tied by the mekhald string below the navel are characterisThe vastra folds outwardly, its double line tassels fall
tic.
His head-gear is curious
on the ground between the legs.

and

embellished with a bunch of flowers and stalks tied to

a crest composed of two sun-flowers back-to-back.
feature, along with the erect ears resembling those
$a$a

(hare),

symbolised

alertness

and

swift

This
of a

movement,

By far the
apart from the arboreal nature of the Gana.
most outstanding feature, not visualised anywhere in the
lies

realm of early Indian art,

in the leg terminals,

which

resemble those of the merman, a minavdji or mdtanga nakra.
(PL. 4C). The other important characteristic is a sharp
vertical incised forehead mark’ (tilaka), above the knot
between

the eye-brows.

Here

the

Rudra

mounted

on the

Guhya represents the Vedic sarvabhitddamana aspect of
That this
Vamadeva associated with the water (dpah).
guhya is undoubtedly a patdla-gana aligned to the Vishnukamalodhara or Narayana.
2.

<A Stupa slab from Dhulikatia:

(PL. 8B)

An interesting @yakapata slab of limestone was reported
from the excavations at the stupa in the village of Vatakapur, a hamlet near the fortified early historical habitation
called Dhulikatta.
The st#pa is a remarkable example of
Hinayana affiliation and was found to possess sculptures
encased over the anda and dyakas.
The earliest phase of
the stiipa dates back to mid-third century

B.C.

The

extant

height of the drum is reported to be of two metres while the
anda is preserved to a height of five metres and

a harmika and chhatras,

As

crowned by

many as 47-carved slabs were
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found encased along the periphery of the drum.
On one
such limestone slab covering the eastern Ayaka platform,
a gana holds up the base of a carved pillar like the goblins
of the Pitalkhora* cave no. III, as well as the Safchi torana
examples (western).
But this stumpy dwarf reveals certain
unique and early characteristics not met with anywhere

else.

The short comb-like

trimmed

hair

above the fore-

head, his awful awe-inspiring eyes, (eye balls coming out),
snub nose and burly cheeks, small chin and thick wide lips,
leaf-shaped out-sized

ears

in style to Gudimallam

with

guhya

distended

ear-lobes,

rested

the shoulder and

on

similar

composed of a cluster of pearls or precious beads.
The
rounded pddas with well marked elephant-toes have no
parallel in Indian art. The displayed folds of the broad
piece of lower cloth, covering the nudity (KXaupina) with no
visible ornamental
girdle
string
emphasizes his tribal
character.
The most conspicuous feature is the cult mark
on the forehead an drdhva-tripundraka which is like the
forehead

mark

of the

Vaishinavite

vada

kalai,‘

i.c.

northern

sect, among the Srivaishnavas. This forchead-mark incised
between the eye-brows consists of two side lines, the tops
flaring outward with the central vertical line corresponding to the ridge of the nose, ndsikagra. ‘This slab adorns
the east facing dyakapata.
We might take this gana with

the elephant

leg

to be

an

airdvata,

the

vahana

of Indra,

regent of the East.
There is no doubt that this stiipa slab
belongs to the second century B.C. on the basic of an

inscription apart from the stylistic factors.
3.

A Limestone Coping (Ushnisha) from

chaitya:
A limestone
wide and 19cm.

District Guntur;

Amardvati Maha-

Andhra Pradesh:

coping measuring
thick, datable to

(PLs.

5A)

3.35 m. long, 66 cm.
the first century B.C.°

has given us a rare sculptural theme of mdldvdhakas carrying the lotus rizome.
To begin with, from the extreme
right, the first standing figure has an elephant face and
fan-shaped ears, a short statured stumpy physique with a

prominent paunch, and the navel in the shape of a willow7
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leaf, a characteristic obtained

in some

early dwarf figures

from Amaravati itself.
The tassels of the dhott above the
knees are held up between the thighs,
A stringed mdlé
with a heavy ghata-shaped central pendent rests over the
paunch. The figure wears prominent wristlets. The stumpy

garland is borne over the back, the

right hand is upraised

somewhat, whereas the corresponding left palm is twisted
and held at the hip, due tothe superlead.
The next figure
is an cbese female dwarf (PL. 5B) shown frontally with a
similar lower garment, heavy breasts, and the facial features partly mutilated.
She bares the heavy garland on the
back across the shoulders.

The third figure (PL. 5C) is extremely interesting and
important.
He is a male dwarf walking sideways to the
right, the heavy garland being held up in both the hands.
He has certain distinct features, like moustache, wrinkled

brow and aclose fitting cap, a vémakiritz, two twigs emer—
ging out of it, one above the forehead and the other at the

Possibly a number of such sikhés might be there,
rear.
He wears a closestriped nicker. The
besides the nildtpala.
fourth figure (PL. 5D), is again a full-bodied female facing

left. Seated at ease on the pericarp of the lotus, she wears
a striped drawer, adorns a star-shaped jewel on the forehead, makutamani,

do (dhammilla)
breasts,

wide

its lace securing the bi-partitioned hair-

which
eyes,

is finely
heavy

has bulging

She

combed.

anklets,

wristlets,

multiple

a

The figure is
beaded maid and jewel-studded ear lobes.
Safichi ones
and
Bharhut
the
undoubtedly Lakshmi, like
What

and datable alike, to early centuries B.C.

is of more

significance is the carving of an ulika, (owl) the vdhana
Lakshmi’ at the sectional face of the slab.

The
being

the

The next
consort.
consort of
be drawn

first gana
very

first

is a
in

true representation
the

sequence,

he

of

of Gajdnana

is a Ganddhipa.

female figure obviously stands for GanéSani’ his
Although evidence is meagre in respect of the
Ganésa in early iconography attention might
to some rare examples, like the ones from Rairh,”*
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Mathura’

and

Bhumara.'®

The

nearest

and

an

Kushan find is reported from Chandraketugarh.''
is two-handed, supports his consort on the lap.
figue is that

of Dhanada,

i.e.

Kubera

who

early

Here he
The third

is Lokapdla,

the

regent of the North and also a guhyapati.'*
Kubera standing as an attendant of Lakshmi is not uncommon in early
Indian art.
The Lakshmi here is shown drawing out a
mala from the mouth of a makara which again is the vdéhana
of the goddess.
Hence makara-Lakshmi.
In some later
passages'* of the Mahabharata, Lakshmi is stated to be the
consort

of Kubera.

But

the Sri here, with

all her lakshnas

and lavichanas, is performing the task rather unbecomingly
of her character and prowess.
S. Paranivatane described

a Vahalkada or frontispiece
at Mihintale,

from

district Kandy,

Kantakachetinga''

Srilanka wherein

an

Stipa

elephant

faced two handed seated Gana is shown amidst the others
as a Vahaka.
This is dated tothe second ecntury A.D. and
regarded as ‘tundoubtedly a prototype of the classical
Ganeésa.””

i

In the Hinayana Buddhism certain brahmanical deities were shown as acolytes of the Buddha.
Even in faraway Central and North-west China we find certain brah-

manical deities depicted in the rock art as well as paintings.
At Yunkang
494

A.D.,

(Province

besides

Shanxi)

Yakshasand

Cave

no. 8 dated

Gandharvas,

to 465-

Mahésvara

on

Bull and Kum4ra on peacock were carved in reliefs flanking
the main arched entrance of the cave.
Both the deities are interesting examples and stand a
good comparison to the Gupta-Vakataka, early PallavaChalukya depictions.
The

Mahésvara

recumbant bull,

(PL. 6A), is shown

He is three-headed

tra), and eight-handed.
while the left is at katz.

seated at ease on a

(TriSirsha or Trivak-

The right one in vitarka
The other three hands

mudra,
on the

right side carry weaponry like musala, bow and pidsSa, the
corresponding left ones are mutilated. A similar three-
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headed but six-armed seated Siva on
to be stated here.
This depiction is

bull mount deserves
on a painted mural

over the east facing rear wall of the cella in cave No. 285,
at Dunhuang in Gansu Province of China dated to 536-

538 A.D.

At the lower region of the central figure of Siva,

on the right is a four—-handed seated Kartikeya.
The
latter holds in the upper right hand a spear (Vé/), in the
left a bunch of grapes; in the lower right a short ¢risfula or
Sakti while corresponding lower left a flower bud close to

the navel.
‘To the left of Siva
with uprised trunk.
He holds a
in the right a fruit, the animal
and nimbus at the rear.
Both
are seated in ardhaparyankasana
The goddess is, howeves, absent

is a two-handed Vinayaka
Vajra in the left hand and
head has a Sikha on top
Vinayaka and Kartikeya
and possess no yajiiopavita.
in all these cases.

Kumaradeva or Kartikeya (PL. 6B) on the west side
of the door-way of the Yunkang cave (nearly a century
older to Gansu) is, however, a Shadanana (six-headed the

sixth one at the

rear),

youthful

with

well

combed curly

hairdo. He is seated on Maytra (mayiira prishtha Sraya). He
is six-handed, the main right hand on the knee witha

pointed finger (tarfant), while the left holds the cock
(Kukkuta ldfichana) nearer to the chest. The left side hands
hold musala, and bow, the corresponding right ones pasa
and quiver. The peacock is very natural with large plumes
and eating a fruit.
Both Siva

and

KArtikeya

of the

Yunkang

cave are

gaurded by a Trifulin Yaksha in the lower register recalling such depictions at the Udayagiri (Orissa)'* and early
Pallava cave temples of Tamilnadu. The flying Gandharvas
on top with the vatkakshakas are remarkably Indian in
stance, In all these cases, the brahmanical deities were
given a subordinate status to the Buddhas and Bodhisatt-

vas.'* Lokesh Chandra" says that the “acculturation of
Siva into the Buddhist tradition had taken place in South
India”.
Coastal Andhradésa and Kafichi in Tamilnadu,
in particular, played a

crucial

role in the development

of
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not only certain Buddhist cults but contributed a spiritually
vibrant syncreticism of Buddhist and Brahmnical cults,

much earlier.
China

The flourishing maritime trade contacts with

and nearer countries

the Han dynasty

from

of the east during the time of

mid-second

century

B.C.

For that

matter Kanchi, is oddyanam girdle (Manimekhala) a vibrant
religious centre of classical India, economically affluent
right from the times of Patafijali. But as the present

evidence goes the
the

earliest

depictions

known

on

examples

the Amaravati coping are
and

perhaps

inspired

the

Ceylonese Buddhists and subsequently travelled to China
also along with the spread of Mahayana and Vajrayana
sects from

coastal

Andhra

and

Tondoimandalam.

What

is intriguing is however, that the Chinese depictions of
Brahmanical deities are anterior to the Rock carvings of
the Early Pallavas as well as the earliest known Chalukyan
caves of Karnataka. But there is no doubt that in the

Chinese depictions,

an

admixure

of the Gupta-Vakataka

and Pallava traits are evident.
4.

Some Other Rare Examples in Indian Art:

’ This study will be incomplete
certain comparable examples from
foremost that comes to my notice
railing

in

Ganas are

Indian

Museum,

presented

here.

recently is the Bharhut"

Calcutta.

The

without considering
other regions.
The

first

Two

example

examples

is

of

a male

Gana, only the bust part, within the lotus pericarp, indicating its emergence from the blossoming lotus. This grotesque

gana possessed”* long asinine ears, lower part distended due
to heavey spiral lobes similar to Gudimallam and Dhulikatta ganas. The most distinct feature is the forehead
mark, an urdhva pundraka incised in double vertical line in
between the eye-knot and touching the bindu.

Another example of a Guhya, like the Gudimallam one,
is best illustrated over a vertical shaft of the Bharhut rail
(no. 106). Here the crouching stumpy semi-human dwarf
is bent on knees, both his hands touching the ground, and
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shrunken

due

to

the

super-load

Yaksha” over the shoulders

of the

standing “Kupira

(PL. 7). A closer

view

of this

Bharavahaka
revealed
certain
characteristics.
He has
elephant like ears, (PL. 8A) oblique long eyes, a broad chin,
a stumpy long nose and bi-partitioned combed hair.
The
forehead, pdlabhaga,
has
incised
triangulaka horizontal
marks topped by a chandrakala, i.e. crescent with a bindu
in its curve corresponding to the central line of the bipartitioned hairdo. The fan-shaped ears in this example as
that of the Ganesa form the Amaravati coping, the elephant
toes of the Dhulikatta Gana display commonness in their
origin, perhaps from the Alravata, the Vdhana of the regent

of the East, the Vedic Indra.
The eka-pundra on the
forehead of the Bharhut Gana within the lotus medallion as
well as over the Gudimallam guhya, along with the merman
leg feature emphasizes their association and origin from
Patdla.

Vedic Rudra is described as the overlord of Goblins,

Bhitandmadhipatih, (Rg. I. 114. 6), while in the Puranas,
Yakshas were reganded as the offsprings of the Ganas of

Mahadeva.

(Vayu. Ch. i. P. 106).

were

to

stated

be

born

out

The dhittas and others

of the

sweat

of

Siva.

The

urdhva-tri-pundraka of Dhulikatta Guhya and the elephant
feet connect the Guhya to Indra or Visnu.
The patraka
ears are distinct from Sankhakarnas.
These can be clearly
contrasted between Gudimallam-Dhulikatta examples on
the other.
The tri-angulaka mark on the forehead of the
Bharhut caryatid, along with the chandrakald, aligns him to

the Saiva cult.
It appears then that Buddhists right from
very early times, in their eagerness to make Buddha the
greatnst among

the Gods, followed the Vedic

and brahma-

nical concepts, the Mahapurusha and SadéSiva-tativas, and
conceived Buddhist divinitiesas superior to the Vedic and
brahmanicalt Gods and demi-Gods.
In the second-third
century inscriptions from South (Nagarjunakonda), we get

clearly this deification of the
king of Gods (devardja-sakata),

Buddha
and

of dhatus (Dhdtuvara parigahita) etc.

as honoured by the

absorbed by the best®°
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It is from the 10th or 11th century onwards that the
Urdhva-pundraka, both single or three (eka or tri-pundraka),

becomes an exclusive Vaishnavitic cult-mark and sub-sects
grew based on the manner and composition of this symbol.
Whereas, the angulaka (traya or paiichdngulaka) horizontal
marks on the forehead signified a Saiva or more commonly
smarta from the times of Adi Sankara.
Curiously Sankha-karna Yaksha is found among the ten
kshetrapdlaka images
(utsava-murtis)
taken in procession
before the regular Vaibhavotsava of lord Sri Rangandtha at
the famous Sri Rangam Temple.
These Yakshas were
assigned specific
places
in the Yiruvunndli-pradakshina
surrounding the circular sanctum, according to Pafichardtra

Agama

Vidhi.*'

This ritual

originated from the
and Ahichchatra.

might

centres

of

have

a hoary

Uttardpatha

past

and

like Mathura
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GHAPTER

IV

CHATURMUKHA LINGA AND NANDI
FROM AMARAVATI AND LAKULISA
.PASUPATA CULT IN SOUTH INDIA:

(PLS. g and

10)

A tiny mukhalinga of greenish palnad limestone, seven
cm.

high and

six cm.

maximum

width,

was

reported

from

*‘Kota-dibba’,
south-east
of
the
present
Amaresvara
temple.’
This solitary example, (PL. 9) distinctly of the
later

Sdtavahana

times,

is

the

only

known

example

of its

kind in the Peninsular India and points out clearly to the
existence ofa tradition of personal worship of an IshtaLinga by a Vaidika PaSupata-Saiva, although during this
period the inhabitants and the Sthdna around the Dharanikota-Amaravati were overwhelmed by Buddhist
culture
and arts.
Another startling discovery (1980) is a life-size
Nandi,

1.30 m.

high,

realistic and dignified

(PL.

10)

which

should have been originally placed before a lofty temple of
Siva where such an imposing bull stood at its threshold for
the Vrishabha is datva-vikshana-tatparah.
Vrishabha is also

an attributive epithet of several Vedic divinities,
Rudra,

but it came

to denote

Siva

during

including

this period.

In

fact Siva is called Nandisvara or Nandana, literally fourfaced. These two objects, coming as they are from Amaravati clearly demonstrate the prevalence of both private
and public worship of Siva during the Satavahana times.
A

century

later

Nagarjunakonda’

in

the

Ikshvaku

temples

unearthed

we get a limestone reclining Nandi of

at

a

smaller size, juxtaposed to the Linga at the ardha-mandapa,
8
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obtaining a character of routine placement of the cult thus
deities in miniature form.
Like the Pdfichabhita Kshetras of the Lower DravidadéSa, the Pafichdrama Kshetras’ of Andhradésa (AmardraémaAmaravati;
Bhimdrdma-Samalkota
Bhimavara,
Drdksharadma East Godavari:
Kshirdraéma-Palakollu:
AdikéSavara-

Chebrolu); have Vedic origins and mutation.
We have earlier noticed at Gudimallam that the Vedic,
Rudra-Yajamana,
over the tall Linga imbibed certain

lakshnds or MahaSadaSiva.
The Pajichabhitta concept is
closely linked to this Sada-Siva tattva in South India. Even
after the anthropomorphic creations of the great God came
into being, certain purely Vedic concepts remained unsullied and divine forms were created in this part of the country

even as late as the 11th century A.D. although a plethora
of Gods and Godesses began to enthrall the public in elaborate temples.
We might
state some details of this
unique Linga before analysing some later archacological
evidences of this category.
Esoterism of the Mukhalinga:
Sadyojatamantras

were

regarded

as

bijdmantras

by

the Pasupata Saivas (Nardyanopanishad: Taittiriya Aranyaka
X, 43-47). The five faces represented Tatpurusha, Aghora,

Vamadeva,

Sadyojata,

Paticha-brahma_

and

collectively

(Pafichabrahmopanishad;

iconography (svariipas) of the
clearly reflected

Isana

in

known

yajurveda),

as

The

Sadyojatddi mantras is found

Vishnudarmottara‘

a

work

dated

to

sixth century A.D. (Sambhor-vadana-pafichakam).
The invocations to each of the mukha or face of Mahadeva, their
orientation towards the cardinal directions and sky and the
esoteric significance were admirably defined by Sayana—

charya® (14th century A.D), the Vedabhdshyakrita dhiman,
the most authentic and greatest commentator of the Vedas.
In the later dgamas this Sivatattva is explained among the
dvadaSarudraradhana, (Aparajitapariprichcha), and the five
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faces are likened to
and regarded as the

1.

an arrow (Sarananam:
five natural eclements.°

The East Face:

Karanagama),
,

(PL.9A)

Tatpurusha, represented the
“‘tatpurushaya vidmahe Mahddevaya

Air, the mantra reads
dhimahe, tanno rudra-

prachodayai’”’. The attributes are Mahadeva and Rudra.
The face reveals open eyes, bulging cornes round eye-balls,

smiling countenance,

long

distended

ear-lobes,

right

ear

ghata-kundala, left ear with a cluster of pearls. The hair is
arranged in a cup-shaped jatd-makuta decorated with lotus
buds.

2.

The South Face: (PL. 9B)

Agni represented the Aghora aspect with an open
mouth, dakshinam-vikatam mukhain.
The
mantra reads:
““Aghorebhyo-tha ghire-bhyo— Ahora-ghoratarébhyah Sarvatah
Sarva sarve-bhy6 namaste astu Rudra-ripebhyah’,
3.

The

West Face:

(PL. 9C)

This is Sadyojadta or Nandivaktra, standing for earth,
the thick lips gently parting in smile (Mandahdsa).
The
head-dress appears to be Karanda-makuta

with the crescent

atop (bdlendu-Krita—Sékhara).
Mantra:

“‘Sadyojdtam prapadyami sadyojataya vat-namah
bhave-bhave n-atibhave bhajasvamam bhavodbhavéya
namah’’

4.

The North Face: (PL. 9D)

Vamadeva stands for water and immediate left of
Mahadeva.
This is the most attractive, serene and beauti-

ful of all, a women’s delight.
The kapardi-jatds and slightly down case eyes make him a Umd-vaktra.
Mantra:

“Vamadevaya namo jyéshthaya namah
Sréshrhaya namo Rudraya namah Kaldya namah
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Kalavikaranaya

balaprama-

namo

balavikarandya

namo

thandya namah

Sarvabhita damandya namé mansnmanaya namah”’
5.

The Top Face:

Isana or SadaSiva,

formless

and

directed to the sky.

Mantra:
““[ Sdnah sarvavidyandin I $varah sarvabhitanam
Brahmddhipati. brahmanédhipati- Brahma Stvo ma
Sada-Sivom”

astu

Is§dna here is Sarva Vidyandin Isvarah, supreme lord
all learning.

Sarva bhittanadm

ISvarah,

lord

of

of all animals.

There is no third eye on any of the faces. The underside is roughly dressed and indicates its placement into a
slot over a pedstal of stone
and

shows

of water which

was

under

or wood.

a central depression

then

regular

clearly

points

worship

The

top is worn

due

to the

caused

to

involving

the

out

trickling

fact the Linga

nitydbhisheka.

The

mukha Linga bears unmistakable Satavahana characteristics.
The faces are shown upto the neck parts only.
In

the Agamas, which are later compositions, three eyes are
stated forall the faces except thatof Vamadeva (trilochanamSarvani, Vamadevamdvilochanam), and the figure is upto the
bust (stanasittra), including the

bhujaskandha.

The Amaravati Mukhalinga is thus the earlies
specimen

of

a

pre-dgamic

period

and

has

far

known
reaching

implications. We have known that the linga of Gudimallam
which

is older by three centuries revealed the

tics of Tatpurusha,

Vamadeva

characteris-

and I$déna but not those of

Aghora and Sadyojdta in the composite
portrayed on its front facets.

form of the purusha

In Tamilnadu two rare mukhalingas have come to light
and both revealed the Vedic characteristics not the later
dgamic. The first one of the early Pallava period (sixth
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century A.D), is a Chatur-mukhalinga from Tiruvadigai,'
part of Panruti town, in south-Arcot district.
It was
perhaps originally consecrated in a shrine but now kept in
the western corridor of the prdkara. The archaic Vesarapitha
with its bold padmapdduka realistically moulded is a unique
example.
From
various literary accounts Tiruvadigai
appears to be one among the Virattanams and of hoary
antiquity’ associated with
the Sangam age Adigaiman
Neduman Anji. It was here that Appar and Pallava
Mahendra-I took to Saivism, There are indications that
the ruined brick temple now called ‘“Gunadara-Viccuram’’
which is just two furlongs from Virattanesvar itself, though
of brick over a stone
adhisthdna is robust like Raja
Rajesvaram of Tanjore, the latter as observed by N.S.
Ramaswamy

has “something of the air of that majesty”? of

Tanjavur masterpiece. There is every likelihood that the
Mukhalinga of Tiruvadigai may have been enshrined there.
This does not rule out the possibility of the sthana around
the Virattanesvara temple being its earliest habitat and
there are strong indications that the very foundations of the
edifice were of pre-Mahendra date. In any case the site
deserves to be probed archaeologicall to stratify the temple.

Paiicha-mukha Linga from Virinchipuram (PL. 11A, 11B)
The only known example of a Five-faced mukha-linga
was spotted by me at Virinchipuram, a village 11-km west
of Vellore town, in district North-Arcot

this example the top [$dna which

of Tamilnadu.

is according to

In

Rupa-

mandana, beyond the ken of Yogis, (Yoginam apyagocharam)
has a face looking to the sky. All the faces are shown only
upto the neck and oriented to the cardinals. However the
third eye is present except in the case of Vamadeva in line
with the dgamic prescription. This rarest linga, though a
later Chola creation, (1lth century A.D) retains the Vedic
concepts.
Surprisingly the temple
goes by the name
Margasahayesvara echoing the Vedic form of Rudra as
Padindm pataye namah, lord of all paths and guide to
wanderers, the Mdrgabadhu,

that he was.
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Early Traces of Lakuli§a PaSupata

cult in Lower DravidadéSa

we have considered the early spread of Vaidika Saivism.
The narrative would be incomplete without telling about
yet

another

find,

very

rare

indeed;

from

Mukhalingam,

district Srikakulam (A.P).
Pasupata-Linga From Mukhalingam: (PL.12)
Mukhalingam
is virtually
a city of temples, like
Bhuvaneswar, and a prominent place right from early
historic'’® period through the Eastern Ganga rule.
A sand

stone squattish

four-faced

pillar

measuring

1.5 m. height

and 50 cm. broad on each facet and rounded on top was
found.
On its each facet, human heads are carved, the
frontal facet has, however, the full depiction of a two-armed

seated

crosslegged

Yogi.

in a sopadSraya type, the

The
lakuta

pattabandha
in

is fastened

the left hand

as

held closer

to the chest and a rosary in the right hand. It might be
noted that Srikantha,"' the founder of the pasupata sect,
was concieved as Sadd—Siva with five faces.
Srikantha Pafichamukha was known. The

A temple for
Mukhalingam

example, without the third eye on any face, like Amaravati
ishtalingd, has the earliest depiction of Lakutapdnisa from
South-India datable to third-fourth century A.D.
It is held by some scholars that Lakuis‘a Pasupatism™*
did not ‘exert any influence in Tamilnadu proper and such
figures are absent.”” J.N. Banerjea’* also held likewise some

time ago. But recent evidences have clearly shown that
the spread of Lakulis'a pasupatism very much accelerated
and moulded the growth of Saivism into Tamilnadu and
Karnataka through Andhrades'a.
A two-armed Lakulisa,
cross-legged, ithyphallic and seated on kuSa grass, holding
in the right hand

a vessel

or

mdtulunga

fruit, in the left a

Lakuta with short danda resting on the shoulder came from
Perur,

(PL.

18)

district

Periar.

Almost

coeval

with

this

figure are the two examples'' of two handed Lakulisa
flgures from Arittapatti Cave (Madurai), Dharmarajaratha
(Mahabalipuram)and Devarmalai (Pudukkoottai). Lakulisa
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Pasupatism
was undoubtedly
receiving patronage of
Renadu Cholas’* in seventh century A.D. At Bhairavakoda
(Prakasam)

Dandapani

or

Dandsivara

appears

fledged form"

in

a full
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CHAPTER

V

OTHER BRAHMANICAL
CULTS
IN SOUTH INDIA DURING POST
SATAVAHANA PERIOD
The

later

Andhradega

Satavahanas

have virtually

and

the

brought

Ikshvaku

rulers

in

a religious revolution,

as it were, and revived the sanskrit language and Brahamnical religion. The earliest sanskrit inscription in the south
comes from Amaravati of the time of Gautamiputra' Yajfia

Sri

Satakarni

(A.D. 165-194).

unearthed from the city
ruling kings are in chaste
compositions in respect of
temples (Sarvadeva and

The

Ikshvaku

epigraphs

of Vijayapuri and issued by the
sanskrit, employing even metrical
those relating tothe Brahmanical
Pushpabhadrasvami).
The early

brick temples (devakutamis) excavated at Virapuram (district
Kurnool); Chejerla (district Guntur), Gudimallam Phase-2

{district Chittur) and the large number of temples at the
Ikshvaku city of Vijayapuri clearly reveal that all the
ritualistic modes like abhisheka, archana, argha, prasiéda and
thirtha were systematised from occasional (namittika), to
prepetual (nitya).
Arrangements were institutionalised.
Not only a variety of temples (apsidal, square, rectangular)
but grand iconographic creations came to being, for the
first time, in South India.
Excavations at Vijayapuri fortunately took place on a greater scale during 1954-60 which
led to the discovery of almost life size images of Mahasena,

Kartikeya, (PL. 14-A,B) Devasena (PL. 13), Sakti, Navagrhas, etc. These were consecrated in temples.
A lime
stone Sivalinga, 1.20 metre with the madhya and pédrSva_Siitras well marked over the pitja or rudra-bhdgas, was found
9
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duely consecrated inthe apsidal shrine of Mahddeva Pushpabhadrasvami.
This unit has all
mukha-mandapa, with a centrally

the components
raised platform,

like the
rather a

manidapika for abhisheka and utsavas, a mahdmandapa in front,
dhvajastambha on an claborate platform all set within a
prakara with low gopura-dudras marked at the eastern and
western main gateways.
Sanskrit grew along with Saivism
under the royal care and patronage of the Ikshvakus who
brought with them the Ayodhya-Kosala parentage. If the
Imperial Guptas were responsible for laying firm founda-

tions for the growth
phy, the later

of Historic-Hinduism

Satavahana-Ikshvaku

and iconogra-

rulers,

almost a couple

of centuries earlicr went on a big way and accomplished
this task and verily switched on to a golden age spheres of Brahmanical Art and Architecture in Andhra-Karnataka.
In north-Karnataka,

at Vasana,

district

Dharwad,

an

inscription’ of the time of V4sishthiputra Siri Pulumavi
(88-116 A.D), refers to the installation of the God Mahadeva Chanda Siva in a temple (dyatana).
The Banavasi

record of Vasisthiputra Siva, Sri Pujumavi (145-152 A.D)
in front of Madhukesvara Temple confirms the existence
of an apsidal temple, with a Siva linga inside, in the
mound called Donigudda, along with the Rouletted Ware,
Russet-coated
Aihole

and

ware and coins of Yajfia Sri Satakarni.

Pattadakal

excavations,

S.R.

Rao

brought

At
to

light brick temples,‘ along with the Satavahana coins.
At
Vadegaon-Madhavapur,
district Belguam, a sequence
from Mauryan to third century A.D. was found.
A
Brahmi record of first century B.C. refers to a bradhmin of
Ka§vapasagetra performing a Vajapeya sacrifice.* Following
the Satavahanas, the Cutus of Banavasi were patrons of

Brahmancial temples.
gunda inscription of

Next in point of time is the TalaKadamba
Kakusthavarma which

states that God Bhava-Siva at
shipped by Satakarnis.
Siva
of the place as well as of the
as Bhava-Sraj, the creator

Sthanakundisvara’ was worhere was the presiding deity
family.
He was worshipped
of the world.
In another
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Kadamba

record of the

time

of Santivarma,

we

learn, that

Satakarni and other rulers worshipped God Pranavesvara,.
This would clearly demonstrate that Andhradésa
and
Karnataka revived Brahmancial Art and Architecture’ on

a large scale during the early centuries of the christian era
But these are confined to the northern and western parts of
Karnataka and of course the entire Andhradesa.
How
about then the lower DravidadéSa, that is Tamilnadu and
‘Kerala?
The evidences are deplorably lacking.
More
emphasis was laid till recently on pre and proto- Historic

studies, as well as Megalithic

excavations.

It is impossible

to think of Tamilnadu, particularly with its rich and vast early
Saiva literature, without the vestiges of the period.
I feel
that this paucity is basically due to lack of planned research studies followed by careful excavations in these

areas.
Worship of Trimirtis in Early Andhra and Tamilnadu:
During the post

Ikshvaku

rise of the Vishnukundins,

period

we notice

in Andhra with the
a total shift in favour

of brahmanical cults.

The worship of deities like Brahma-

Isvara-Vishnu

place

or

in

of

Brahma,

the

Sakti

or

Sri

comes to stay. We have a few significant examples to illustrate the pre-Pallava trends in brahmanical Art and Religion in South.
T.V.G. Sastry’ published a lime stone
plaque measuring 26.7 x 19cm which showed in relief the
three brahmanical deities in an orderly way.
At the

extreme right Trimukha-Brahma firmly scated on a calyx
of a lilly in vpakhyadnamudra; Siva-Linga with Nandi below
inset in a square

base;

Sakti seated

pralambapdda, her head part

the

pericap

more

close

by

is symbolized

prominently,

hence

the left side in

by a large lotus,

devydSchamastake-

padmam.

She is Sri as well as Sakti here.

A guhya is below

her feet

as

rail

caryatid

as

in

the

Bharhut

or

Mathura

Yakshinis. He has broad shoulders but shrunken and grim.
Next to this is a standing young and slim male figure with

a spear
the

(Saktidhara).

plaque

possessed

A

seated Narasimha

as usual

animal

head

at the end of
and

human
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body.

The prowess of the main

specially highlighted
of Siva, symbolised
Nara-Vahana in the
soap-stone plaque

Vishnukundin

Gods, Siva and Sakti is

by their Vahanas the bull in the case
here as Linga-pitha and a crouching
case of theriomorphic Sekii.
Another
(9 cm.
square)
associated with the

brick temples’?

from

Keesarigutta

(PL. 15)

excavations, 40 km
from Hyderabad,
is a pointer to the
development of the above cult worship.
It has centrally a

boldly drawn

female

figure

lotus, the lower pericarp

the

head

prominently

part

a fully blown

indicated above the

Kanthikas in the neck.
She is seated on hips and legs outstretched as in the nude Nagarjunakonda mother-goddess

figure, but hcre possessing a kaupina. The hands are uprised
and rest on the knees.
The right one holds up a conical
Linga on pitha, while the left carries a head part of a Lion
with erect ears and a mane. Correspondingly at the lower
part of the plaque below the linga is a conchant Bull and
at the

Simha

head,

a Nara

same period in coastal

in

adoration.

Andhra-Telengana

a few cult objects of this class.

The

Almost

of the

regions, we get

Kondamotu

panel published by Abdul Waheed Khan is
one depicting the Pavichaviras (Vrishniviras),
Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Samba, Aniruddha
Vibhava aspect through a central robust

limestone

an important
Samkarshana
as well as the
figure shown

seated-at-case in Man-Lion form.
The two human hands
emerging from the shoulder of this Lion-headed God carry

Sword and prayoga chakra respectively the lafichanas of
Vishnu, like the Srivatsa mark on the chest.
The erect
phalus emphasizes yet another aspect of yoga-Narasimha.
Again from Yelleswaram excavations an image of lime-

stone,'' only a torso, most probably Vasudeva, with Sankha
held in left hand at Kati: while the right carries the danda.
From the excavations at Chejerla (district Guntur), we have
recovered not only brick temples but many br ahmancial
icons.

‘They are

of

limestone

and

demonstrate

the con-

tinuance of the art impulses of the Ikshvaku period. The
image of Surya, Kartikeya (PL. 16 cover page), Ganésa
(PL. 17), undoubtedly reflect Ikshvaku style but these are
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post Ikshvaku in date duly consecrated within the precints
of the
shrines.

Kapotesvarasvami temple complex within brick
There is no trace of Buddhism or Vaishnava cult

At

at this place.

Nagarjunakonda,

in other later

as also

etc. within the exca-

Kondapur,

sites, like Ter,

Satavahana

vated levels cult deities (laukika-devatas) such as miniature
Ganesa, Kartikeya, nude Godess (utere emphasized), made
Similar
of clay or stucco were found in large numbers.
cult objects, though stray, were encountered in Karnataka

sites

or

Andhra

from

percolating

too

from

perhaps

too.

Aparanta,

The Guntur-Nellore

Pallavas

and

Vishnukundins on

one hand and Cutus-Kadambas of Banavasi on the other,
played effective role in disseminating the Brahmanical cults

to Tondaimandalam and still southwards. In recent times
A. Sundara" has brought to light some early icons such as
dvibhuja-Visknu from Kontapla (Uttara Kannada) Chaturbhuja

Vishnu

from

Sandur;

Dvibhuja

Narasimha

from

Halashi (Belguam), Kargal (Uttara Kannada), Kupputuru
(Shimoga) as well as Harihara from Harihara and Gokarna
which display clear Gupta-Vakataka

at Ramtek (Vidarbha)

and

like

seen in early Vishnukundin

Kondamotu

specimens

not for to seek.

with

the

ruling

characteristics as seen

sites.

times

and

also reveal

this.

The impact is best
the Kunidene

The

reasons

and

are

The areas are well knit geographical units

families

Vakataka-Vishnukundins,

like

Cutus-Ikshvakus,

Early

Gupta-

Pallavas-Kadamba-Gan-

gas being inter- related and culturally together in effectively

reviving the Vedic rituals and Brahmanical cults.
We have described

the

earliest

‘Somaskanda’ plaque

from Kunidene above, which has, in addition, the forms of
tri-mukha Brahma and Narasimha
Vishnu at both the

extremes.
The Uma here is both Sri and mother (mastake
padmam: and Ma devaté). In the north-westbhadra-koshtha
of the Kamakshiamman
temple at Kafnchipuram, the

ancient Sakti-pitha,
nude female

Goddess

an exactly similar
seated

with

the

lotus-headed
utere

but

emphasized,
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exists under a thick coat of vermillion and hAaldi and
mistaken as the image of Jyéshtha. This is the earliest stone
icon in the whole of Kafichi and perhaps originally consecrated at this “Kama-Kottam’’ a Sakti sthana'* in open,
apart from the Pajichabhitta linga,
of Ekambarésvara

standing for Prithivi.

‘This sacred sthdna has subsequently

several structural embellishments and undergone alterations. The worship of Adya-Sakti, or the prakrti was in
vogue much earlier even in the Harappan sites and later
on too.’*> Example of nude stucco figures emphasizing the

utere in the
well known.
(60 A.D).

later Satavahana and Ikshvaku period were
Periplus refers'* to the Kanyad-Kumdri worship

We have stated in the beginning about the Somaskanda
images in relief at Yazilikaya grottoes.

The very first cave

temple, Mandagapattu in Tamilnadu, of the Early Pallavas
was described as ‘Brahmisvara-Vishnu - Lakshitayatana.’ The
order

of

Gods

mentioned

Kunidine plaque.
from many

sites

here

Such plaques
in

Andhra,

exactly

tallies

with

the

of limestone are reported

from Samalkot-Bhimavaram

(East Godavari) to Peddamudiyam

(Cuddapah) and distin-

ctly mark the prevalence of the cult of Tridevas along with
Sakti which were symbolically or therio-anthropo-morphi-

cally depicted.

The Birur grant of the Kadamba king Vishnuvarman-I
(490 A.D) begins with the invocation’’ ‘“Hara-NarayanaBrahma tritayaya naman sada; Siula-chakraksha sittrodghabhdva-bhasita-panine’’.
The Traipurusha or Trideva cult seem to be prolific in
this formative period as can also be seen from the Cave-III
of the

graceful

time

of

reliefs

represented.

Chalukya

of

Slightly

Mangalésa

(578

A.D),

Brahma-Vishnu-Umadmahésvara
later,

King

Vijayaditya

(699

where

are
A.D)

consecrated a traipurushadévdlaya at Vatdpyadhisthana, with
the standing images of Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesvra
over an clongated Pitha within the Garbha.**
So even the
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Brahmisvara-Vishnu

cult

is

also

a

legacy

from

Krishna-

Guntur-Nellore post-Satavahana phase to both Karnataka
and Tondaimandalam.
Even here, may it be noted, Siva
remained supreme.
K.V. Soundera Rajan has made an
important observation after an analytical study of the cult
in early Pallava temples of Tondaimandalam." He says that
the Linga-Pithas and Varimadrgas for carrrying abhisheka

‘water were “‘Post-facto

utilitarian

improvisations or inser-

tions” in the temples of Tripurantakésvara, Iravatanésvara
at Kafichi,
shore
Temple
and
Mukundanayanar
at
Mahabalipuram.
There is no Linga or Pitha in the caves

of the Mahendra and Mamalla period but only a vyaktariipa
(Somaskanda), carved in relief or painted figures on the
back wall of the shrine chamber.

Inspite

of the panoply of Gods,

and enormous growth
deities, the rituals and

accompaniments
emphatically

evolution of the cult

of dgama, the worship of Vedic
practices continued as obligatory

in daily

life.

This

is more

preservedin the lower Dravidadésa

purely and
than

any

else.

where
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